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Elimination
of speaker
proposed

Changes
strengthen
Honor Code

By GARY REED
A recommendation not to
have a guest speaker at this
year's graduation exercises
has been sent to President
Carrier for his approval,
according to the chairman of
the Commencement committee.
Dr. Fay Reubush, committee chairman,
said
eliminating the invited
speaker and confining oratory
to brief remarks by Dr.
Carrier would shorten the
previously
lengthy
ceremonies which she said
have been losing their dignity
in recent outdoor exercises.
The loss of dignity in the
ceremonies, Reubush said,
was due to the fact that the
exercise was too long and
people that attended became
restless and constantly moved
around.
To make the ceremony
shorter, she said, the committee had to decide between
having an invited speaker or
having students individually
receive their diplomas from
President Carrier. Feedback
from students Indicated that
the majority preferred to
receive their diplomas from
the president personally.
The
committee
first
recommended
that
graduation be held on the
astro-turf. Degrees would
have been conferred by
departments and everyone
would have been graduated en
masse. The recommendation
was made to shorten the
ceremony, to keep everyone
seated and restore some
dignity to the exercise, according to Reubush.
However, this recommendation was overturned
because of the expressed
concern of the students. According
to
a
senior
representative of the Commencement Committee,
Brenda Carr, a lot of students
(Continued on Page 20)

By KENT BOOTY
Recent changes in the
Honor Code at James Madison
University will strengthen
the requirements for conviction, eliminate distinctions
between types of violations
and limit the right of appeaJl
to the convicted student.
The powers of the chairman of the Appeals Committee will also be limited,
according to Dr. Raymond
Dingledine, chairman of the
Honor Advisory Board.
In a set of changes approved by the board Feb. 6
that
number of
votes
necessary for a conviction
was changed from a simple
majority of Honor Council
members to a two-thirds vote,
Dingledine said.
There are nine voting
members on the council;
therefore six votes rather than
five will be needed for the
conviction of an Honor Code
violator.
"The purpose of this is
simply to give greater
eotection to the student"
ingledine said. "I would
rather let a guilty student go
than risk convicting an innocent one."
Although this and other
policy changes will not be
lmplementeduntiA September,
according to Dingledine, the
new ruling "should influence"
this year's proceedings by the
council. He added, however,
that it probably "won't result
in fewer convictions."
The board also changed the
grounds for a conviction from
a
"preponderance
of.
evidence" to a "proof of guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt,"
Dingledine saaid. Once again,
he said, tins is to insure mat
only guilty students are
convicted.
Another change adopted by
the beard is the elimination of
the distiniction between
"major" violations and all
(Continued on Page M)

A BULLDOZER moves dirt on Cantrell Ave.,
as construction which was brought to a halt

due to the weather resumes.
Photo by Dave Garland

Prof calls tenure denial unfair
Says not rehired because of 'troublemaker9 reputation

By KENT BOOTY
An elementary education professor who was
denied tenure has claimed that the administration's decision not to rehire him was
arrived at "arbitrarily" and was influenced by
his "reputation as a trouble-maker."
Dr. Jon Scott Bender, a 37-year old assistant
professor, has also claimed that the administration "definitely" violated his First
Amendment right to freedom of speech.
"I had a particular style and manner of
operating which the administration just didn't
like," Bender said. "It's a freedom of speech
issue."
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice president of
academic affairs, has denied that the administration handled the tenure case unfairly
in any way.
"Westrive for fairness and objectivity in all
cases,!'Stanton said. "We were more than fair
in handling Dr. Bender's case."
A professor at James Madison University
for seven years, Bender was officially Informed last May that he had been denied
tenure. His contract expires at the end of the
semester.
... According to Bender, the administrationwas dissatisfied with him because of questions,
of policy be occasionally raised, a potentially
controversial debate he attempted to stage and

his "different" methods of teaching and
student evaluation.
One major reason his contract was not
renewed was that the administration "thought
I was a trouble-maker," Bender claimed. "I
think it was felt that I was simply asking too
many questions."
An example of this is the meetings he attended of the Curriculum and Instruction
Committee of the School of Education in
December 1974, he said. An alternate member
of the committee, Bender raised questions
about the "decision-making procedures" of the
committee when it was proposed that a
military science course be placed within the
School of Education.
"I was just raising questions for
clarification about how the decisions at tins
institution are made," he said "I felt like the
decision had already been made."
The proposal for the new course was
initially tabled, but later approved, Bender
said. Because the administration thought he
was "causing trouble" at the meetings, the
professor claimed, he started receiving
negative vibrations." Then they started
looking at his student evaluations and "being
picky/' he said.
Before the committee met, "things looked
pretty good and I had been getting positive
feedback," according to Bender. "I had even
(Continued on Page «)

'/ was able to prove my innocence . •
Acquitted student describes honor hearing, says system works
By LYNDA EDWARDS
"I'm probably not the only innocent student who was mistakenly
accused of violating the Honor
Code," a recently acquitted student
said. "I think the Honor System
works because I was able to prove
my innocence. But a lot of times In
just didn't know what would happen.
I knew I was innocent but I wasn't
sure what the Honor Council would
say."
If a person is innocent but is
accused of an honor violation, the
student offered advice from his own
experience. "Go to the Student
Advocate for help, tell your parents
because it helps you if they're
supportive, just be calm, tell
everything you know, but keep a
firm stand and don't give up."

According to the Student Handbook, a student has the right to
"presumption of innocence until
guilt is proven"
"You have to be able to prove
you're innocent," the student advocate assigned to the case said.
"There were two or three, cases last
year we think we should have won.
The Honor Council is much stricter
when a teacher brings the charges."
"Last year, a girl was pleading
not guilty to a charge a teacher
brought, the advocate said. "She
finally gave up because she felt
she'd never win. The council tends
to be more lenient when it's a
student bringing charges against
another student.
This case started with an exam
on Dec. 13 "I studied a lot the night

before, with my suite mates," the
student said. ''I had a fairly new
notebook with lots of paper in it. I
took that to the exam.
The only
thing written in the book was some
basketball statistics for my dorm. I
took that, not my class notebook."
"During the exam, I opened the
book and tore out some paper," he
continued. "I handed in my exam
and thought nothing more about it
The next day I got a letter telling me
I'd been accused of cheating. I had
no idea what it was about. It took a
while before the shock wore off."
The student went to see the
University Honor Council Coordinator who explained that two
students thought they saw the
student look in his notebook for
answers during the exam. The

student said he would plead not
guilty. The coordinator gave him
the witnesses' names.
"I think only one of them was a
key witness," the student said. "He
was doing his duty under the Honor
System. I could understand that.
The other guy's testimony wasn't all
that clear or definite."
During the Christmas break, the
student told his parents about the
charge. "They believed in me and
supported me all the way. Later
thev — cameJo the hearing which!
made me feel better"
On Jan. 16, the student received a.
letter telling him the bearing was set
for Jan. 24. Hraakwt far and was
assigned a student advocate.«i met
every pay for a week with her. I
(Continued on Page •)
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"Freedom of the press is one
of the great bulwarks of
liberty, and can never be
restrained but by despotick
governirtents." — James
Madison

ERA deserves
official action
The process for amending the Constitution of the United States
reflects the federal nature of the government on which the union
is based.
The central government proposes constitutional amendments
and the people, acting through their representatives in the
groupings of the individual states, respond by either ratifying or
rejecting the measure.
This method provides the neeeasarv checks and balances_ to
prevent hastily-drawn or ill-considered amendments from bang
ESSSdSd guarantees widespread support f^y. changes in
theorganic law and fundamental structure of theunioa
By making ratification dependent upon the states, it also
allows the people to have more influence in the outcome of
proposed amendments, as the states are closer to and thus
theoretically more responsive to the people than is the central
government.
The people of Virginia, however, have been denied the right to
have their elected officials judge the merits of a propsed constitutional amendment.
For the sixth year in a row, the Privileges and Elections (P and
E) Committee of the House of Delegates has refused to report
the Equal Rights Amendment to the floor of the House, thus effectively killing it
Thursday the P and E Committee voted 12-* to kill a resolution
Swnsored by Del. Dorothy McDiarmid (D-Fairfax) to ratify the
RA
The only way now that the ERA can be brought before the
House is for the House to discharge the P and E Committee from
its duty of considering constitutional amendments and then
resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole.
A move to do this failed last year and is likely to be defeated
again, as even many pro-ERA legislators are wary of abandoning
the committee system.
"■
' ■
...
The ERA will problably not come before the Senate in this
session. It was defeated ftere last year by one vote.
By refusing to report the E*A, the P and E Committee has not
merely deprived the full House of a chance to consider the
measure.
It has also denied the people of Virginia the right to have their
elected representatives execute the public will and has prevented
Virginia from officially going on record either for or against an
amendment to the Constitution of the federal union of which the
Old Dominion is a member.
The merits of the ERA are not at issue here. Regardless of the
content of a proposed constitutional amendment, its fate should<
not be decided by a committee. A matter of such importance as a
constitutional amenment, and especially such a controversial one
as the ERA, should be voted on by all the members of the
legislature.
That the House would have probably joined the P and E
Committee in rejecting the ERA is irrelevant.
The crucial point is that a powerful committee has kept the
issue from ever being either ratified or formally rejected by the
General Assembly.
Confining such a divisive amendment as the ERA to committee
for one or two sessions can be accepted as necessary for refining
the arguments and clarifying debate on the matter so that the full
House will not concern itself with extraneous issues.
To let the amendmment die without the full House ever
having an opportunity to vote is not only inexcusable, but a
blatant contradiction of the spirit of federalism.
The arguments for and against the ERA are well known by now
and are not likely to change. With time for consideration of the
ERA dwindling away, Virginia should go on record, rather than
tacitly rejecting the measure without official action.
The House of Delegates should vote to discharge the P and E
Committee so that ERA may finally be brought to a conclusive
vote.
Not to do so would be to not only prevent the delegates from
doing their duty as representatives of the people charged with
enacting the public will, but also keeps Virginia from living up to
its part of the federal compact.

A VIOLATED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE Is shown above. See story below.

Photo by Dave Garland

'Playboy 'violated in P.O.
"Added thrills to some employees9 Java break9
By PIERCE ASKEGREN
This Saturday, a delightful sight greeted my
weary eyes as I checked my mailbox Peering
through the tiny window, I beheld a fat
magazine that could only be my subscription
issue of "Playboy."
I spun the knob, slid the magazine out
and into my trembling hands.and began to
curse loudly enough to set the nearby wood
afire, as well as oxidizing the aluminum

mailbox.

The cover was bent and marked with finger
prints. The entire magazine had been creased,
and the "protective" mailing sleeve had a long
rip,oppositethe damaged part of the magazine.
Hardly in a condition to properly enjoy the
"Playboy's " provocative fiction, informative
articles and trenchant wit.
Not to mention the pictures.
Obviously, however, someone else already
had. Perhaps several someones. I had a brief
mental image of the entire male Post Office
staff standing at one end of the establishment,
chortling and drooling as they passed the
magazine from hand to grubby hand,
devouring the provocative fiction, perusing the
informative articles and chuckling wryly at
the' trenchant wit.
Not to mention the pictures.
Meanwhile, I was sure, the female staffers
were over in the other end of the office,
destroying somebody's new "Foxylady."
Then I realized that this could not be so. ,
After all, the P.O. employs men and women of
good honor, right? And even second class mail
enjoys some protection under the law, right?
Well, maybe not in Harrisonburg. More
than once I've peered through the back of my
mailbox and seen a hulking figure (no doubt a
freshman or sophomore, upperclassmen don't
do such things) sitting on a box, leafing
through a magazine clenched tightly in one
fist, drinking coffee or having a smoke.
Moments later, they put the magazine in some
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hapless student's box.
Complaining through the window does little
good; the one tune I tried it, the response was a
snotty laugh and a famous gesture.
I suspect that, this time, Ft was my March
"Playboy" that added thrills to some postal
employee's Java break, most likely in the JMU
P.O., but possible in another one.
I told the nice lady at the window about my
magazine, and she promised to ask tbehetp to'
stop reading my mail. This reassured me for a
moment, until I realized two things:
1. By implication, other students will
continue to receive second hand magazines.
Plus:
2. Neither the nice lady nor I should have to
ask. I mean, I've resigned the backs of postcards to public domain, and 1 certainly have no
objection to my boxmate or my mailman
skimming through the latest Radio Shack
catalog. "Playboy ," however .like the other
magazines I subscribe to, is a different matter.
When 1 sent a cheek to "Analog," it was so
that I could enjoy twelve issues of well-written
science fiction. (I throw this in so that you
won't think me i slavering pervert, hunched
over things like they used to sell at the Arcade.)
When I sent a check to Hefner, it was for
twelve issues of provocative fiction, informative articles and trenchant wit.
Not to mention the pictures.
I didn't send the check in order to gain a
first reading service. Certainly, I did not
spend the money in order to receive the
magazines in ragged condition, beyond normal
postal wear andtear
If the guy in the mail room wants to read (or
just look at) "Playboy ," let him buy his own.
Subscription rates are not that expensive.
This commentary may cause me more
problems than it solves. Already I can hear
gutteral voices echoing oui
(Continued on Page 7)
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The ghost of James Madison:

Art, parties and facing life with a pitcher
By DWAYNE YANCEY
The ghost of James
Madison was out taking his
evening constitutional when
he happened to pass by the
library and decided to stop in
to observe all the diligent
young scholars hard at work
on A jYiday night
"Merciful heavens!" he
cried as he nearly slipped on
the crumbling steps outside.
"Why do they permit such
horrid conditions to exist at a
university'"
Mr. Madison inspected the
steps and then consoled
himself with the knowledge
that they certainly could not
have been in such a state for
long. "They'll get top
priority, no doubtc Tie
thought. "After all, this is the
library. What other building
on campus could possibly be
jnore important?"
Upon entering the library,
a large sculpture caught his
eye.
. "And what have we here?"
he ventured , as he inspected
the bust of himself. "A very
good likeness.
A little
modernistic, perhaps.
Wonder what these holes in
the head are for? Not exactly
like what Houden did of
George, but it will suffice
nicely, I think."
A library assistant walked
past and Mr. Madison summoned her to tell him more
about the sculpture.
"Tell me," Mr Madison
inquired, ''I do not intend to
be vainglorious but I was
curious as to why this was
deemed the proper place for
this sculpture. I should think
a sculpture garden, with
benches and other ornaments,
would be more appropriate. I
do not suggest this out of
vanity, you understand, but
this is my university. And my
friend Tom has a sculpture of
himself at his university. We
cannot let those Wahoos
across the Mountain outdo us

now can we ?"
"The Art Commission
wouldn't approve it," the
assistant replied.
"The Aif Commission?
Approve?
I don't understand."
"The state Art Commission must approve all art
work that is to be permanently
displayed in state buildings.
Why, there's a portrait upstairs in the Law Library that
was never approved, so they
can't hang it-instead they just
prop it up against the wall."
Mr. Madison was stunned.
"How terrible. But we fought
a war against repressive
governments that seek to tax
and regulate everything. That
is what we had the revolution
for. And you say this is a state
commission?
Virginia oppressive? But it is not supposed to work that way. In a
federal union it is the states
which are to protect the
people's liberties against the
oppression of the central
government. The states are
not supposed to be the ones
infringing freedom. Virginia
trespassing against liberty?
It simply cannot be."
The assistant considered
telling Mr. Madison the
history of the By rd Machine or
giving a brief recounting of
Massive Resistance but
thought better of it.
All she heard as Mr.
Madison turned and walked
up the steps was "but we had
federalism worked out so
nicely . . Art commission.. .
regulations. . . It's tyranny.
Not even King George
regulated our artwork. . .why
next thing you know they will
be trying to tax income or te 11
you where and how to build
your house. . ."
Mr. Madison continued on
Si the steps and peered into
e periodicals room. Save for
two or three solitary people,
the room was empty.
"Hmm, where is everyone

tonight?"
Mr. Madison
wondered. "There must be
something important taking
place to keep students away
from the library on a Friday
. night"
Curious as to what could
possibly coax student away
from their stud lea on a
weekend night, Mr." Madison
resumed his tour of the
campus.
He passed by Hillcrest:
"Now mat would make a nice
home for the president I shall
mention that to him some
time. I amsure he would
rather live here than wherever
his home is now."
The dining hall: "There
seems to be e strange odor in
die air. I wonder where it
could be coming from?
Perhaps the Chemistry Club's
conducting experiments
tonight."
Mr. Madison noticed a
large number of students
filing into the Warren Campus
Center.
"There must be
something
special
happening
tonight,'7 he thought
"Perhaps a debate tournament-or maybe even a
meeting of the Philosophy
Club."
He fell in behind a group of
students and soon found
himself in Dukes Grill just as
the last of the transfer ticket
crowd was filtering out and
the regulars began to crowd
in.
Mr. M^isotUop^dtfr^ynd.
"Not exactly Raleigh Tavern,
but I suppose things have
changed a bit since my day.
Yes sir, things here have
changed. It's very difficult to
buy a powered wig these days.
I wonder why that man in the
wig store downtown looked so
strange when he asked if I was
gay. Of course I was, I was in
a very good mood"
He looked about for the
main attraction but saw no
one reciting the works of
Virgil or arguing political

rW8£ mi'u

NEWS ITEM-' KEWNETH BEER'S BRONZE BUST OF JAMES MADISON HAS BEEN
REJECTED BY THE ST/HT ART COMMISSION/.
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"Tis a bit early, I suppose," he reasoned, and
began searching for a seat
Finally he came upon a booth
where a young man, striking a
scholarly pose, gased off into
space.
/'He looks rather intellectual," Mr. Madison
noted. "He is probably sitting'
there contemplating the
implications of the contract
theory of government or
comparing and contrasting
Hobb's Utopia with Plato's
Republic." Then the ghost of
James Madison laughed.

"How stupid of me. Of course
he's an intellectual. He is a
student here, is he not? Good
evening, sir. Good evening,
sir. GOOD EVF.NING. SIR!"
The young man. rolled lus
(Continued on Page 21)
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Readers'
forum
Responsibility key
to policy changes
To the editor:
Since the beginning of
November, the Student
Government Association has
been working with the administration concerning
alcohol policies on campus-in
order to review current
alcohol standards in hopes to
establish a policy that will
Xsase both students and
inistration.
The administration at first
was reluctant to review
alcohol policies until the fall of
1978. Because of persistent
student requests, the administration decided to draw
up guidelines for alcohol on
campus during the first eight
weeks of this semester and
then try and implement the
policies for the second eight
weeks.
Last Thursday night,
someone, probably under the
influence of alcohol, decided
to get rowdy and kick out the
six hundred dollar marble
partition in the men's room on
the second floor of the campus
center. Two weeks ago a
similar incident happened in
the men's room on the mezzanine.
Behavior such as this
only strengthens the administration's stance on
alcohol (i. e. not to let dorms

have kegs, closing; Dukes
Grill at 11 o'clock, etc.)
The SGA has tried to
represent die majority of
students on campus who are
mature and responsible
enough to handle their alcohol.
However, the minority at
students who destroy campus
properly in a manner that has
plagued the campus center in
the past two weeks is inexcusable.
It is very unlikely 'that
either of these acts were not
witnessed by someone on
campus. A similar incident
such as this happened three
years
ago.
Shortly
thereafter, the administration
cracked down and stricter
enforcement of alcohol
policies was started.
If students want more
lenient alcohol policies, then
they must first act in a
responsible manner and
secondly have the guts to
come forward and give information that will hopefully
lead to judicial action against
those who get such a kick out
of
destroying
campus
property.
Doug Wessen
2nd vice president, SGA
Dan-ell Pile
Treasurer, SGA
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Geils, Bishop
here tomorrow
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
The first big name band from north of the Mason-Dixon line to
visit JMU in quite a while will appear at Godwin Hall tomorrow
night.
Geils, formerly known as the J. Geils Band, will share the
night's bill with the Elvin Bishop Band.
Hailing from Boston's metro area, J. Geils and his band have
undergone a stylistic evolution during recent years. Although the
band has retained its members from years gone by, their sound
has changed noticeably, especially in their latest record
"Monkey Island."
The new LP shows a departure from their blue-boogie heritage
but retains most of the hard rock touches.
The nucleus of the band consists of Peter Wolf (vocals), J.
Geils (guitar) and Seth Justman at the keys. Other band members are harpist Magic Dick, drummer Steven Jo Bladd and on
bass, Dan Klein.
Early Geils music featured such blues-rock classics as "First I
Look At the Purse," "Lookin' For a Love," and Magic Dick's
harmonica squealing crowd-pleaser, "Whammer Jammer."
Later albums featured such Top 40 hits as "Give It To Me,"
and "Must Have Got Lost" while their latest release represents
an entirely new direction for the band.
The band received press in the society pages several years ago
when vocalist Wolf was wed to actress FayeDunaway.
While Geils hails, from the north, the opening act. the always
exciting Elvin Bishop Band, is from the same country-rock school
as Charlie Daniels and Marshall Tucker, two other Dixie bands
which have appeared at JMU for the past year.
Bishop comes from the Capricorn Records stable and has
made a name for himself and his band through constant touring
and a number of successful records.
His biggest singles to date are "Travelin' Shoes" and "Fooled
Around and Fell in Love." The latter featured drummer Micky
Thomas on lead vocal.
The bill tomorrow night shapes up to be one of the best one-two
punches to play here in years. The show begins at 8:30 with Elvin
Bishop doing the opening honors
Tickets are $4.50 with a JMU ID.

TWO MOONS OVER HARRISONBURG? A
rare galactic phenomenon? Not really. Ac-

tually, this apparent astronomical apparition
is merely the result of a double film exposure.
Photo by Dave Garland

Ji] .P^QtDXi Punk symbolic of England's decay
By MARK SUTTON
Punk Rock, New Wave, the
greatest thing in years, trash. By
whatever name, this latest trend in
rock music is certainly the most
controversial one since theatrical
rock burst upon the popular consciousness in 1971.
Not since 1968, when Alice
Cooper appeared on stage in various
stages of drag, has such a furor been
generated by a band as is now being
caused by England's premiere New
Wave group, the Sex Pistols.
So what?
Yet another band of
minimal musical proficiency comes
to fame by getting a rise out of the
press. It is one of the oldest tricks in
u» the book; to achieve celebrity status
by making headlines in the
establishment press.
Elvis owed as much of his early
success to his pelvis' ability to make
the news as to his musical talent.
John Lennon kept the Beatles in the
public eve with his ability to say the
wrong thing at the right time. Much
of Alice Cooper's notoriety was due
to the fact that the press took his act
very, very seriously.
To some extent this trend continues, but with a big difference. In
England the press has dropped its

traditional stance of haughty
amusement concerning rock music
and declared all out war on the
Pistols.
And it is here that the implications of the Sex Pistols show
through, in all their ugliness. The
Pistols, as well as all that British
establishment has done to stop
them, point out the desperation of
the British people.
Their society is jammed firmly in
neutral, and they know it
As Greil Marcus wrote in
"Rolling Stone;;:
"Only one has to think back to the
music of the time to recall how open
the possibilities of English life
seemed ten or twelve years ago.
One only has to read the papers, or
to note the terror the Sex Pistols
have struck in some hearts to understand how closed the possibilities
are today. British society seems to
have come to a dead end. to have
turned back on itself, to he strandling in its own contradictions..."
It is in this contest that Steve
Simels sees the Sex Pistols as "the
most legitimately influential protest
songwriters in well over a decade."

— tyf*/jrj. ..,
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They are more than just a rock and
roll band.
Johnny Rotten's demented,
painful anger is not his alone, but
that of an entire generation that has
lost the ability to hope. The group
has become the focal point for the
frustrations of the whole of English
society, not just the young who
follow them, but for those who point
to them as a symptom, rather than
an end product, of the decay of that
society.
For the young, the words "we're
the future-no future" are as close as
they'll ever come to a rallying cry.
Or as Charles Young put it, again
writing in "Rolling Stone":
The idea of this sickly dwarf
(Rotten) bringing the wrath of an
entire nation down on his shoulders
is well, heartwarming. Maybe, just
maybe, if someone this powerless
could cause that much uproar,
maybe
words
still
mean
something..."
Meaning. It is a concept that
occurs again and again in writings
concerning the Pistols.
English
working class youth, like those in
this country, have for years been fed

T

on the notion that-Andy Capp
notwithstanding-^
"meaningful"
life can only be had by a man who
works. Only that man then, they
have been told, can hope to move up
to the middle class.
The seventies have destroyed
that hope. Faced with staggering
inflation and unemployment, the
prospect of spending most of their
life on the dole, and a tax system
that guarantees things will get
worse, the working class youth sees
the prospect of meaningful life
disapear, along with all hope for the
future.
Writing
about
authoress
Margaret Drabbles "The Ice Age,"
Greil Marcus compares her to
Johnny Rotten:
"...both are deeply British, both are
scared, and both are responding to
an overwhelming sense that their
culture-political, economic and
aesthetie-has collapsed around
them, leaving them stranded in a .
society not only without prospects,
but without meaning."
Meaning. The word begins to
stick in the brain,
leaving
(Continued on Page 6)

Rhoades and Hahavishnu:
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'44 limbs, 11 heads, and a transvestite?

By JEFF BYRNE
Q: Whathas 44 limbs, 11 heads, 22 years, a transvestite, and
sings?
A: Darryl Rhoades and the Hahavishnu Orchestra.
<
About midway through his first set, Darryl Rhoades leaped
from the stage of the Elbow Room and into the audience
screaming "I can't believe you people paid to see this (expletive
r
deleted).
But after all. it's not every day that Vincent Mattel Ltd. Jr.;*
H
y
singer b ngs
maaic
J£2%2^.
^snowy
' l? of to
from Atlanta to^
the vast
reaches
the north entourage■ up'
His songs, which have touched the hearts of millions, display a'
gamut of emotions. Whocan forget the nostalgic airs of "Burgers
from Heaven," the pathos of "Leader of the Smack," or the quiet
humour of'' Yipes! Here Come the Negroes!" ?
When the Mothers of Invention released their first album
' 'Freak Out!" in 1966, a new form of satire was created: comedy
rock. While folk music had been used for years by the civil rights
crowd as a means of social comment, rock's angry rhythms
tinged the comment with a certain bitterness.
The Great Society and its plastic minions were the favourite
butt of Zappa's humour, nurtured in the polyvinyl wasteland of
Los Angeles.
Zappa's spawn range in intensity from the manic burblings of
Wild Man Fischer to the slick satire of Firesign Theatre and
National Lampoon. The latest in this line of degenerate
soothsayers is Darryl Rhoades and his 10-piece band, the
Hahavishnu Orchestra.
Rhoades is obsessed with American pop culture: its heroes,
myths, music, institutions and nostalgia (especially for the 50s).
His song titles speak for themselves; "Think of Me When You're
Under Him,'' "Helium Head," "Shaft on Welfare."
Rhoades' stage presence is electrifying, with Us Leon Russel
hair (which he pulls over his face to look like Cousin Ittfrom'The
Addams Family") and Bob Dylan hornrimmed shades. His
costumes change every so often-a black leather jacket for
"Burgers From Heaven," or a Boy Scout uniform for "Only in
America."
The Orchestra itself is a tight R & B outfit consisting of bass,
drums, sax, two guitars, keyboards, and a trio of backup singers
• two women ana a guy in drag). A dancer appears onstage occasionally to perform obscene pantomines with Rhoades,
changing costume for each song.
while Rhoades takes care of the songwriting, it is up to the
band to arrange music to fit. The players borrow freely from
standard R & B phrasings with a touch of Zappa-like jazz thrown
in for good measure.
The way in which Rhoades differs from his predecessors is that
he isn't afraid of tearing into his livelihood - rock music itself.
"This Song Is Boring," for example, features the guitarists in
mishmash of "Do You Feel Like We Do," "Cat Scratch Fever,"
and "Smoke On the Water," among others.
(Continued on Page 7)

NOT EXACTLY WHAT ONE WOULD CALL
YOUR TYPICAL ROCK-AND-ROLL BAND.
Darryl Rhoades and the Hahavishnu Orchestra played at Harrisonburg's Elbow Room
last Tuesday night Rhoades (the strange one
with the extraordinarily long hair, beard, and

dark glasses) is seen above in various scenes
during the show which parodies current social
and musical trends. The transvestite singer (at
right in above poto) added a rendition of "I Am
a Woman" to the set.

Photos by Dave Garland
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unfair

Prof calls tenure

Punk symbolic
(Continued from Page 4 >
one with the sense that
something has gone terribly,
terribly wrong somewhere.
The contradictions are too
blatant, too obvious, and one
is left with more questions
than answers.
Why are they doing this?
Why do they lash out at the
very people they must seduce
to reach the mass audience
they need to survive? Why,
why do they blast the trendsetters who want to make
Punk the next big thing?
What the hell is going on here?
Are the Sex Pistols really
headed for a self-destructive
anarchy?
Again, Charles Young:

Lafayette. Did that mean,
"look at how great I am!" or
"look at them have a good
time!"? These have always
been divergent roads in rock
and roll. The Sex Pistols took
the latter, the one less
traveled by, and that has
made qall the difference."

(Continued from Page 1)
heard
rumors about obtaining an
advanced position," he added.
Stanton has denied that any
administrators perceived him
as a "trouble-maker" or that
such an attitude would have
damaged his chances for
tenure.
A debate he attempted to
sponsor on "Religion in
Education" in the spring of
1976 also caused trouble,
Bender said. He tried to bring
Madeline Murry O'Hare, a
social activist noted for her
opposition to prayer in school,
and Rita Warren, an advocate
of parochial education, to
campus for a debate.
"The administration
never said yes and they never
said no when I told them about
my idea," he said, adding that

there was no reason why they
should have opposed the
proposal. Bender claimed,
however, that one high-level
administrator was "critical
and intimidating" when he
approached him with plans for
the debate.
O'Hare never showed up
for the debate and Warren
spoke alone in Godwin Hali, he
said. "As a result, the talk
was pretty one-sided."
Bender's "informal"
teaching methods were also
viewed unfavorably by the
administration, he said. "I
tried to de-emphasize grades
and highly formal teaching
methods, which the administration didn't like."
Pressure was put on hinr"to give more tests and formal-type evaluations."

Actress pleads

Honor system: 6I was able to prove my innocence9

innocent
to charges

(Continued from Page 1)
asked my head and floor resident
advisors and a good friend to be
character witnesses."
"Several things helped my case,"
he said. "The teacher saw nothing.
She saw no evidence of cheating
when she read my test. My grades
in that class were good; it made no
sense for me to cheat. My student
advocate was excellent. She argued
a great case for me. It was an essay
test which is pretty impossible to
cheat on. The key witness was
shown my class notebook which is
old and falling apart, and my
basketball notebook which is a
different color and looks new. He
couldn't say which book he saw me
with."
The
hearing
lasted ap-

LOS ANGELES (AP)»
Actress Gail Fisher has
pleaded innocent to charges of
possessing cocaine and using
a so-called "blue box" to
evade long-distance telephone
charges.
The 42-year old actress,
who
played
an
office
secretary in the television
series, "Mannix," was ordered Monday to appear for a
preliminary hearing March 10
in Municipal Court.
Miss Fisher, who was
booked under her married
name of Gail Fisher Levy,
was arrested last Jan. 19 after
officers
searched
her
Benedict Canyon home.
The officers said they
found a vial of cocaine in her
kitchen.

Bender
also
said
his
evaluations of students, which
were "low," also caused
problems.
After he was officially
informed he would not be
rehired, Bender requested
and was granted a meeting
with the Dean of the School of
Education, Dr. Stanton and
his department head.
"At the meeting. Dr.
Stanton showed me a grading
system which he had used to
evaluate me," he said. "I
needed 30 out of a possible 40
points to get tenure and I only
got 24."
Stanton later gave hini three
additional points but that
remained insufficient. The
system was "wholly arbitrary
and I disagreed with some of
his figures," Bender said.

"...I keep thinking about that
brief smile diring "Pretty
Vacant"
at the Club

proximately five hours. The student
was exonerated.
"That was six weeks of sheer
hell," the student said. "I want to
forget it ever happened. I'm not
bitter. I was hurt by the accusation.
I'd never cheat and it was like a stab
at my morals."
"The guy who brought the charge
against me made an honest
mistake," he said. "I respect him
because he was doing what he
thought was right. I believe in the

MUkny Arco-Or ocery

Honor System. I think the Honor
Council is good. I would turn in
someone I caught cheating."
"I think a student can get an idea
of how to handle the situation if they
look at my case," he said. "I would
advise a student to do nothing that
casts a shadow of doubt. I bring
loose paper, not notebooks, to
exams. I'm not paranoid, but I'm
sure to keep my eyes only on my
S3 per, not looking at the wall or
oor."

r

American
Cancer Society, i

All the difference. I have
read an article that says the
worst failure for the Sex
Pistols would be to achieve
commercial success. With the
mass of contradictions that
surrounds this band, I don't
doubt it This much I can say
for certain: an album, which
a year ago I would have
rejected as trash by a rotten
(pardon the pun) group, has
moved me as none since
"John Lennon-Plastic Ono
Band." And that, for me, has
made all the difference.

PIZZERIA
Hominade Italian Styb Pizza,

**

',. »>
^xjrXfo-

Ntft It eanpts on Malt St. Sift M§kt
*$0*jsjjtjm m mm h$$t*

HMrth Baled Sabi

I

Spaghetti, ft lasaaaa J^ j
$ Italian Swab, MaatbaN & Saatage Sabs j
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Dalhart

Mon-titan

6:00-11:00 {
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It's One Great Surprise After Another!
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433-1101

ABCaa

Camera Shop
Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Kodacolor
and B&W Film
Front Wheel Drive

mw&m*

20% DISCOUNT

Runs on Regular Gas

on all earner*) shop

$M<W m

Mipplie* photo finishing mid both

Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer

eolor and bluek \ while or free film

ROUTE 11 SOUTH, STAUNTON
N.C. Dlr. 1S70
Phone 886-23S7 or 942-7810 Open Dally 8 to 8; Saturday 8 to 4
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79 E. Market St.
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Soviets claim existence of wild man in Siberia
MOSCOW (AP)--Soviet
scientists say they have
gathered evidence pointing to
the existence in Siberia of a
dark, shaggy-haired, shrillvoiced wila man resembling
in some ways the legendary
Snow Man of the Himalayas.
The Soviet news agency
Tass said specialists at the
Institute of Language,
Literature and History in
Soviet Yakutia have been
evaluating testimony of
Siberians who claim they
encountered the manlike
creature called "Chuchunaa."
The
name
means
"fugitive" or "outcast" in one
of the dialects of Yakutia, a
vast expanse of forest,
mountains and frozen tundra
in northeastern Siberia.
"The famous Himalayan
Snow Man, Yeti, whom many
explorers believe exists,
might prove to have a
Yakutian relative," wrote
Tass correspondent Sergei

Bulantsev in reporting on the
Institute's findings.
The Himalayan Snow Man
is also known as the
Abominable Snow Man.
Large tracks in the snow are
ascribed to such a creature.
Some scientists believe that, if
he exists, he may be a form of
unclassified ape.
The Tass story said "there
is a lot of testimony of witnesses who ran into the wild
man"
in
Yakutia's
Verkhoyansk region, about
400 miles north of the city of
Yakutsk.
"The old timers of highland
villages of the Verkhoyansk
region warn guests who come
from afar: 'Don't go alone in
darkness. Be careful in the
mountains. Don't go to the
river-Chuchunaa might
appear," the account said.
According to the witnesses,
Tass said, "Chuchunaa" was
described as tall and thin,
jjtanding about six and ope

IMPORTED CAR & TRUCK PARTS
To#f import Potts rfoowqoortort
/• Tit VaUty"
SPECIALIZING

BAP (il-ON

(Continued
from
Page 5)■
/^—.^ a II
1.
nnii •
Greg Allman's
"Whipping
Post" gets a once over:
"I been tied to a HarleyDavldson.
Tied to a Harley Davidson
Tied to a Harley-Davidson
Good Lord, my whole band
is dyin*"
While Rhoades blubbers
about bow "Scooter done it,"
the song shifts to "The Beat
Goes On," and a full-size Cher
doll makes its appearance.
But seriously, folks, if all
the people who made money
by hollering about how bad
are were laid end to

Precision Cuts

mm.

ind Body Perm
for the curly
look!

PUB 4 ACCBSWIES

hpMbrM
Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards

433-2534

Wvegptwhat you want.

seems a butter or reindeer
breeder, he would run away in
most
instances,
but
sometimes would start
fighting.
"Reindeer breeders,
hunters, mushroom and berry
collectors ran into him most
frequently at dawn or late in
the evening," the account
noted.

Other details provided by
witnesses described
piuchunaa'' as barefooted,
shaggy haired, "with a face as
Die as that of a human being,
only very dark. His small
forehead protruded above the
eyes, like a peaked cap," Tass
said.

It added that "he ran away
from people very quickly,
leaping."

Darryl Rhoades 'electrifying'

1

IMPOtfBCttS
fcTWOO

883 Chicago Avt.

half feet tall, with long arms
hanging below his knees.
"He feeds on raw meat and
wears a reindeer skin," the
story said.
"He cannot
speak, but only utters shrill
screams."
The creature was in the
habit of sneaking up to
people's dwellings and
stealing food, Tass said. Upon

Coiffures
Lorren
[A REDKEN Soloi
434-7375
\48 W. Elizabeth]

J

end, they'd stretch from here
to Ofuskee. Oklahoma

And

like the man says, "I deserve
more than white bread sandwiches."
Preceeding Hahavishnu
was a smooth rock quartet
called.(for the time being)
The Skip Castro Band The
group, which has been in
existence for about two
months is composed of
musicians from various
Charlottesville bands.
Charlie Pastorfield (bass,
vocals) played with the late
Hammond Eggs, while funky
Danny Belrne (keyboards,
vocals) was with Rose Valley.
Corky Schoonover (drums)
and Bo Randall (guitar,
vocals) have both played with
the Allstars.

c?

Darryl Rhoades would be at
the head of the line. "Cause,
Bo Randall's guitar work in
Particular is notable for its
uid blues lines and blur-fast
tremelos. Pastorfield's bass
is solid and thorough, and,
though his voice was raggy
the night I saw them, it didn't
sound too bad
Schoonover maintained a
steady backbeat, stepping out
of the groove occasionally
with some nice cymbal
flourishes.
Beirne's vocals were good-,
dear and well-pitched. His
piano work was good without
being amazing.
The band plays largely in
the Valley area and is at
Elbow Roon often, so drop on
in and check them out

'Playboy'violated in P.O.
(Continued from Page 2)
from the catacombs of the
post
office,
swearing
vengeance. "Don't like the
way he gets his magazines,
huh? Let's see how he like
this! (Tearing sounds.) This
parcel's his too! (Crash!)
Now put the napalm in his
boxr
Be that as it may, I think
mine is a legitimate gripe. I'd
like to know bow many people

have received'
copies or
;Playboy4r '^"thouse" or
"Oui" that have been
previously read.
On the less provocative,
informative ana trenchant
(not to mention pictorial)
front, there's 'Ttolling Stone,"
"Time" and "Newsweek."
I think that if each of these
people would make his
complaints known, we'd get
some action.
Hopefully, not the napalm. I

WINTER Clearance
Sale

30% off on the remaining stock
of the following items:
skis,
boots, bindings,
poles and all accessories

men's & women's
ski jackets,
Look Closely For "I Love You"

bibs, suits, gloves,
caps, underwear.

Each letter of the phrase contributes
to the unique design of the hand-crafted
pendant. A perfect way* to tell her
so this Valentine's Day. Pendant in
14K gold $25. Select a matching gold
chain from our wide selection of styles
and prices.
We invite you to use our charge plan,
major credit cards or layaway.

?,

STUDENT ACCOUNT
AND
CHARGE WELCOME
Master
Charge

Jewel Box

%J OIAMONO SPECIALISTS FOR OVER SO YEARS

28 S. Main St.

VISA

J^'iM

ice skates & hockey sticks
SALE runs Feb. 16 thru 251

YAIXEY
SPORTS ANNEX
T
%f>- 124 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg 433-8X85

open daily 9-5Thurs.& Frl.till 9sO©
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Announcements
Summer jobs
V

Announcement
deadlines are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper and 3 p.m. Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
AU announcements
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered
to The
Breeze office.
All- announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
space available basis.

Plays presented
The James Madison
University Theatre will
present two one-act plays,
Jean-Claude vanltallie's
"Interview," and Thornton
Wilder's "Childhood," Feb.
17-18 in the Experimental
Theatre. The plays will be at 8
p.m. each evening and admission is $.75.
VPI speaker
Dr. Clyde Kramer, of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, will
speak on "Principles of
Design of Experiments" Feb.
20 at 4:20 p.m. in Burruss 111.
Band bookings
The
Harrisonburg
Department of Parks and
Recreation wants to book
«t»tuer and semi-prof essional
blue grass and rock bands.
Call Rich Intram at 433*16*.

n V 1 1 l .

There will be a program on
summer job opportunities
Feb. 16 at 6 p.m. in room A of
the campus center. Sign up at
the placement office.

Senior honors
Juniors interested in Senior
Honors (graduation with
distinction) should contact
their faculty advisers or Dr.
Philip Riley at 6172.

Play auditions
There will be auditions for
the JMU Theatre production
of "Loot," a modern British
comedy by Joe Orion in Duke
Art 300 Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. and
Feb. 22 at 3 p.m. There are
rotes for six men and one
woman. Performance dates
are April 18-23 and rehearsals
will begin after spring break.
Caps and gowns
A representative from
Graduation Regalia will be in
the south ballroom of the
campus center April 5 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. All seniors and
graduate students expecting
to participate in the May
graduation exercise should
pick up their cap and gown at
this time.

Rugby meeting
There
will be an
organizational meeting of the
Women's Rugby Club Feb. 14
at 8 p.m. in room D of the
campus center. No experience is necessary and all
interested women are encouraged to attend.

Youth program

Pizza party

The SGA has started a
Srogram
where
unBipriviledged youth in the
area can receive free admission to campus activities.
Students participating in
youth-related organizations
are eligible to participate in
the program.
For information, contact Mike
DeWitt at Box M-41 or call
6376. Please inquire about the
program 24 hours in advance
of the campus activity which
you plan to attend.

There will be a pizza party
with all the pizza you can eat
for 75 cents Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in Chandler's Shenandoah Room. Contact Terri at
Box 2842 or phone 5312. The
parry is sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry.

Coffee house
The Upper Room Coffee
House will have a night of
music, fun and fellowship
Feb.
18 at 8 p.m. in the
campus center ballroom.
Come and share-donations
will be taken at the door.
Jazz concert
The Jazz Ensemble and
Jazz Band will present their
winter concert Wednesday
night at 8 p.m. in Wilson
Hall. Both bands will perform
music they played at the
recent Glassboro, New Jersey
Collegiate Jazz Festival.

Math program
There
will
be
a
mathematics colloquium Feb.
15 at 4:20 p.m. in Burrus HI.
Terrence Pratt from the
University of Virginia will
speak on "Control Structures
in Programming Languages:
Design Ideas from Empirical
Date."

•.-.• v -.v^/.v V.Y.V.','
I

Singing telegrams
During February, the
Harrisonburg Department of
Parks and Recreation will
offer
"The
Singing
Telegram." For $1 you will be
able to send a singing
telegram to the person of your
choice within city limits. Call
433-9168. Proceeds will go to a
public service organization.
Women in sport
Dr.
Dorothy
Harris,
Director of the Center for
Women and Sport at Pennsylvania State University, will
speak on "The Female in
Sport and Contemporary
Society" Feb. 16 at 1:30 p.m.
in the campus center
ballroom.

Writing lab
Students concerned about
any aspect of college-level
writing may come to the
Writing Lab for individualized
help. The lab is available to
all students and is located in
Sbektonll2. Lab hours are 1-6
p.m., Monday through
Thursday.
For additional
information, call Mrs.
Hoskins at6401 or just stop by.

CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE FOR
FEBRUARY 1978.
Feb. 15-Peoples Life
Insurance Co.
Rockbridge Co. Schools
Burroughs Corporation
Feb. 16-Loudoun Co.
Schools
Bedford Co. Schools
Feb. 20--Camp
Highroad (Middleburg
andN.Va.)
summer employment
Feb. 2l-Roanoke Co.
Schools
Aetna Life and Casualty
Insurance
Feb. 22 Suffolk City
Schools
King's Dominion,
summer employment
Feb. 23-Richmond City
Schools
Smyth Co. Schools
Feb. 27-Newpori News
City Schools
Feb. 28-Green Co.
Schools
Amherst Co. Schools

Wayland raffle
Wayland Historical Society
will raffle off a super 8 mm
camera in the P.O. Lobby
Feb. 16-17 from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. Chances will be three for
$1 or 50 cents each

WMW*wwvmftM«frMtrtrrrrrw»i*,'''-**"'-*<:
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Improvement of campusphone
service now being
Who is Deep Throat?
COOKEVILLE.Tenn. (AP.)- John Dean says Fred
Fielding was not Deep Throat.
Once former President Richard Nixon's staff counsel
and later a witness against his administration, Dean told
a Tennessee Tech audience Monday night"There is noway Fred Fielding could have been Deep
Throat I worked very closely with Fielding. I hired him,
I brought him to the White House. I don't think Fielding
knew some of the things that Deep Throat knew."
H.R. Haldeman, Nixon's chief of staff until his
resignation in the midst of the scandal, has written a
book detailing events surrounding the Watergate affair
According to some reports, he identifies Fielding as
Deep Throat, an anonymous source of information used
by the Washington Post to expose administration
wrongdoing. Fielding says he was not the source.

Ruth likes Billy beer
OLYMPIA, Wash.(AP) -Ruth Carter Stapleton says
Billy beer, named for her brother Billy Carter is
delicious, "but please don't headline me as the
evangelist who promotes beer."
Stapleton, author and devotee of "Inner Healing."
was asked Sunday about her famous brother-the beer
guzzling one- and his new brew.
"It's delicious, very good if you like beer," she told a
church gathering of about 3,000 but added with a chuckle
that she didn t want to be seen as a promoter.

Steel cobras illegal
NEW YORK (AP)-About 100 New Yorkers who
purchased a self defense device called "the Steel
Cobra" paid $19.95 for an illegal weapon commonly
known as a "blackjack," state Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz said Sunday.
Lefkowitz said that possession of the device, advertised in magazines and newspapers as a "steel
whip," is a misdemeanor.
The ESP Video Corporation of 200 Fifth Avenuewhich markets the device-has agreed to refund the
purchasers' money and to stop selling it in New York
State, the attorney general said.

Keystone cops caper
NEW PORT RICHEY, FLA. (AP)-It was almost like
something from the Keystone Cops-a policeman locked
helplessly in the back seat of a runaway patrol car while
a wily robbery suspect hot tailed it away.
The Pasco County sheriff's department said that last
week, two deputies picked up a suspect for questioning
in a convenience store robbery. But the suspect, who
complained of being sick, said riding in the caged-in
back seat, which has no door or window handles, would
make him sicker.
So, Deputy Charles Leonard climbed behind the
wheel and Special Deputy David McDonald got in the
back seat. The robbery suspect was allowed to ride in
the car's passenger seat.
When they reached an intersection on the way back to
the sheriff's department, the suspect jumped from the
front seat.
Leonard, who grabbed the suspect's
clothing, was dragged into the street.
Meanwhile, the cruiser took off with McDonald locked
in back.
The car rolled about 300 feet before it stopped on an
iron pipe. Passersby freed the deputy.
The suspect, meanwhile, escaped Both officers were
unhurt.

First Snow Ball Tournament
PORT HURON, Mich. (AP)-They just couldn't wait
for spring in Port Huron.
So, on Sunday morning, with about a foot of snow on
the ground, six Softball teams began to play in the first
"Snow Ball Tournament."
Normal softball rules were changed. A 16-inch
orange florescent softball took the place of the usual
ball. Also, chief umpire Don Mclvor didn't call balls or
strikes in the five inning games, but stood behind the
pitcher's mound and ruled on close plays at the bases.
Mclvor said: "If they're crazy enough to play in the
snow.Tmvr&zy wibngh to call the games.-* •

By PATTI TULLY
Improvement of telephone
service to campus offices is
presently being looked into,
according to the supervisor of
general services.
There have - been many
complaints that when dialing
campus offices, people
receive busy signals after
dialing only the first number,
Robert Campbell said.
The problem has developed
because
the
student
population has exceeded the
growth rate which was
projected back in 1970 or 1971
when the school's telephone
equipment was installed,
Campbell said.
The present equipment
probably lacks the necessary
number of switches, rather
than lines, he said.

The first two numbers
dialed must go through
switches, Campbell said, and
the second two designate the
location of the call. If there is
a busy signal after the first or
second number dialed, then
the switches are full.
The telephone equipment at
James Madison University is
owned
by
Continental
Telephone Company, Campbell said, and it is up to their
engineers to decide what
modifications will be made.
Campbell
has
made
suggestions as to the type of
system that would best meet
the needs of the school, he
said, but the phone company
will do what they feel is
necessary.
Telephone lines are not
inaccessible all day, Campbell

said. Sometimes they are
completely full, while other
times they are empty. The
times when the lines are full
vary from day to day so there
is no way to predict the best
time to call, he added.
Most complaints were
made to Campbell when the
Koblem began last semester,
t since then many persons
have complained to the phone
company. This has helped
Continental to more fully
realize that there is a
problem, he said.
Until improvements are
made, Campbell said, the only
thing students and faculty can
do is to keep trying until they
get through. He said he does
not know when work on the
equipment will be completed

Ensemble draws excellent comments
By DEBBIE YARD
Even without a director,
the James Madison University Jazz Ensemble drew
excellent comments from a
group of judges at the
Glassboro State Collegiate
Festival in Glassboro, New
Jersey on Feb. 4.
The ensemble's regular
director, Dr. George West,
was unable to accompany the
Jazz Ensemble
which
traveled with the JMU Jazz
Band to Glassboro. He was
previously engaged with the
Northern Virginia All-Star
Jazz Band whose concert was
rescheduled because of
weather problems.
However, the students in
the band took over, according
to West. Ralph Graves and

Howie Smith assisted by
"kicking off and cutting off
the tunes, but the band
essentially played by themselves."
Their improvisation impressed the judges, who were
professional iazz musicians,
because all the other bands
had their own directors to lead
them, West said.
The festival is not competitive, West said, but it
allows the bands to receive
constructive criticism, as
well as praise, from the
judges. It also provides an
opportunity for the bands to
hear each other, he said.
Bands from all over the
east coast participated in the
festival. West was proud of
the ensemble since they

"showed up more favorably"
than schools such as Ohio
State University which has a
jazz major.
One judge said JMU had
the "best dynamics and best
music, as well as the best jazz
all day."
This was the Jazz Ensemble's fifth trip and the
Jazz Band's first to the
Glassboro festival. The Jazz
Band, under* the direction of
Dr. John Cryder, also played
well, according to West.
The Jazz Ensemble and the
vocal jazz choir performed in
January at the national
convention of the National
Association of Jazz Educators
in Dallas, Texas. Their next
concert will be Wednesday
nighUn Wilson Hall.

National bird endangered in 43 states
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
bald eagle, the national
symbol since 1782, is
perilously close to extinction
and is being declared an
endangered species in 43
states, the Interior Department said Feb. 11.
Only in Alaska is the
species holding out against the
bull dozers and poisons of
advancing civilization, the
department said.
Authorities estimate there
are only 700 active bald eagle
nests in the contiguous 48
states. Alaska contains an
estimated 7,000 to 7,500
nesting pairs. The bird is not
native to Hawaii.
The birds will be declared
endangered in 43 states, but
will be classified as
"threatened" in Michigan, '
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Oregon
and Washington state. The
threatened classification
means the species is likely to
become endangered within
the forseeable future.
Animals listed as endangered are protected by law
from being killed, placed in
commerce or possessed,
except with government
approval. In states where the
eagles
are
listed
as
threatened, regulations can be
as stringent as those
regulating
endangered
species or more relaxed,
»... according, to local conditions.
Previously,
only the
"southern bald eagle,"

considered a sub-species, was
classified as endangered.
The department's decision
to officially classify the eagles
as endangered will give the
birds
additional
legal
protection.
The decision to add the
additional protection for the
eagles comes 38 years after
enactment of the Bald Eagle
Protection Act of 1940, which
made it unlawful to wantonly

Econ members
attend meeting
Three members of the
economics department attended the annual meeting of
the American Economics
Association held recently in
New York.
Drs. Paul Kipps, Raymond
Prince and Howard Wilhelip
presented a paper entitled
"The Economic Theory of
Learning."

Assistant presents

biology program
Cheryl Howard, a teaching
assistant in the microbiology
laboratories, recently
presented a program on the
topic "The Effect of Vaccination and Medication on
the
Persistence
and
M u.L t i pi i c a t i o n . of
Erysipelothrix insidiosa in the
Turkey."

kill the birds of prey.
But illegal ^hopting_of_
eagles, poison, pesticides, loss
of habitat and traps have
combined to reduce onceabundant populations. In
some areas, pesticides have
been ingested by the birds,
making them incapable of
hatching offspring.
The
pesticides make the shells of
the eagle eggs so thin that
they break if the female tries
to incubate them, the
department said.
The bald eagle was chosen
in part as the national symbol
because it was one of the few
creatures native to almost all
of North America.
Bald eagles are among the
world's most striking birds of
prey. They stand four feet
and have six-foot wings. The
head of the bald eagle & white,
its body plumage a dark
brown.
The birds are rarely found
far from water and along
coastal areas, eagles can be
seen diving to catch fish with
their powerful talons.
Biologists recently have
successfully transplanted
eggs from Great Lakes nests
into nests of eagles in Maine,
where the birds have suffered
from pesticides. The eggs are
then batched and raised by the
foster parents.
Several of those bald eagles
raised in Maine by foster
parents have been found deadkilled by hunters.
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Storm victims feast on beached lobsters
BOSTON (AP)-As things
return to normal after last
week's vicious Northeast
storm, a tale of an epic lobster
feast is being told in some of
the towns
along
Massachusetts' South Shore.
Last Wednesday, with the
lights still out after the storm
subsided, Bartlett Webber
took a couple of buckets to his
neighborhood beach in Marshfield, some 40 miles south of
Boston, hoping to find sea
clams washed ashore by the
storm.
He was amazed to find
thousands of lobsters instead.
"There were 50 to 75 people
all over the beach, filling their

jackets, pails, everything they
could think of with lobsters,"
he said.
Lobsters-which now sell
for $4 to $5 a pound-usually
stay a few hundred yards off
the shore, and the rough surf
of the storm evidently carried
many small, light ones to the
beaches of a number of towns
along the shore.
Thousands not gathered by
beachcombers died.
The presence of so many
lobsters on the beaches
prompted state officials to
warn beachcombers not to
pick up any unless they were
certain they were alive.
Lobsters must be cooked
while still alive, and eating

Russian flu in east U.S.?
WASHINGTON
(AP)-More than 3,000 midshipmen
at the U.S. Naval Academy
and several hundred people in
the Washington area have
come down with a viral illness
that medical authorities
suspect may be the first
outbreak of Russian flu on the
East Coast
Although the strain has not
been confirmed because Mood
tests are not completed,
physicians said Feb. 8 that the
cases they have examined fit
the pattern of Russian flu.

The chief medical officer at
the Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md., said nearly three
quarters of the academy's
4,300 midshipmen have
reported to sick call since Jan.
31, "and just about everyone
in the academy will have it
before it is over."
The only confirmed cases
of Russian flu in the United
States this season, all since
last month, have been in
Wyoming,
the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs,
Colo., and Michigan.

dead lobsters, even after
cooking them, can be fatal.
So, while many other
residents slept in shelters
because their homes had been
flooded or leveled, Webber,
his wife Kathy and their
neighbors had a lobster party.
They had no lights or
electricity. So they lit candles, poured wine and cooked
pot after pot of lobsters on
their gas stove.
A couple of miles away in
Hull, Paul Reale, who was out
for a walk on the beach,
spotted about ten people
huddled around a fire, also
cooking lobsters. Someone
was stirring the kettle with a
hockey stick.
A woman

c

In a nutshell!

w
ftffyg result*

fished for lobsters in more
conventional ways as a boy,
sums it up as "astounding, but
somewhat tragic.
"Just the idea of all sizes of
them laying helplessly along
the beach. I didn't feel as if I
should really take advantage
of it, but they would have died
anyway."
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cradled a wounded seagull in
her lap.
Reale was invited to join
the strangers and learned that
one of them, house painter
James Corcoran, would be
feasting on lobster only a few
ards from the rubble of his
me.
Webber, a teacher who
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NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES.
A lot of companies will offer you an important sounding
title.
But how many offer you a really important job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you earn your commission. A job with responsibility. A job that requires skill
and leadership. A job that's more than just a job, because
it's also an adventure.
If that's the .kind of job you're looking for,

Contact the
Navy Officer Information Team,
Placement Office,
March 28-30, 9a.m. - 4p.m..
or caU toll f roe: 1-800-552-9947.
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Indian asks Carter
to accept headdress
DETROIT (AP)- An aging
Cherokee Indian, voiceless
because of throat cancer, is
asking President Carter to
change his mind and accept a
hand made feathered headdress like the one he has given
to every elected president
since Woodrow Wilson.
Chief Redbird, 78 and
convalescing in a Detroit area
nursing home after surgery
last year to remove a
malignant larynx, said he sent
a headdress to the White
House shortly after Carter
was elected.
But because of Carter's
policy of accepting no gifts
from the public, the headdress, made with turkey
feathers, was returned.
Now a group of the chief's
friends and relatives are
trying to arrange not only for
the president to accept the
headdress but for Carter to
receive it in person from
Redbird, if the Indian's health
improves sufficiently to make
a meeting possible.
There has been no reaction
from the White House on the
request.
''He's pretty demoralized,
but thinking about presenting
the bonnet to the president is
keeping him alive. It's his will
to live," said George Dudley,
captain of the suburban Hazel
Park Police Department.
Dudley's son, Howard, is
married
to
Redbird's
daughter, Delia.
"This bonnet isn't a gift.
It's a symbolic headdress to
the nation's chosen leader,"
he said. "The chief didn't
send one to Gerald Ford. He
said he would have sent one if

the people had elected Ford."
Dudley said Chief Redbirdnow turns away from friends
and won't watch television
though he previously enjoyed
it. He sees only members of
his immediate family and
especially is fond of his 10
month grandson, "young
Bear" Matthew.
Redbird was raised in
Oklahoma, where older Indians bestowed him with the
honorary
"chief"
title
because of his boyhood
athletic abilities. As a young
man, he learned how to build
the fancy feathered headdresses from a Sioux named
Blue Cloud.
In an earlier interview,
Redbird said Cherokees
"wore only a headband and
maybe one feather-but the
Sioux got an awful lot of attention with those big
feathered bonnets."

ATLANTA
(AP)-The
following advisory was issued
Friday by the National
Weather Service in Atlanta:
"A good weather advisory
is in effect.
"The sunny skies and near
normal temperatures have
brightened the spirits of
weather forecasters as well as
everyone else. Therefore, it is

LONDON
(AP)- British
collectors are making an
eleventh-hour appeal for cash
to keep a bundle of passionate
love letters and other writings
by the English poet William
Wordsworth from being sent
to America.
The deadline was Sunday.
Jonathan Wordsworth, the
poet's great great great
nephew, said his group was
close to agreement with
Cornell University but the
deal is "not all signed, sealed
and delivered/'
"We're extremely dose to
having raised the money,"
Wordsworth said in a
telephone interview from his
Warborough village home.
"We have, in fact, made an
offer to Cornell of 42,000
pounds, about $81,900. We
have reason to believe they
are going to accept that
figure."

our pleasure to issue a good
weather advisory for this
afternoon
Saturday and
Sunday.
"We issue so many
forecasts and warnings of
rain, wind, cold, snow, ice and
thunder that we figure it's
about time to issue an advisory on good weather."

Prof speaks to engineers meeting
Dr. Cullen Sherwood,
professor of geology, recently
spoke to tne Blue Ridge
Chapter ~6T~ Professional
Engineers.

JJM HOOVER
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Wordsworth's writings fought for

'Good weather9 advisory issued
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Sherwood's talk was entitled "Permafrost and
Construction of the Alaska
Pipeline."

The collection, including 35
love letters which Wordsworth
wrote to his wife, Mary is
considered academically
valuable since it sheds new
light on the couple's
relationship. The material
come to light only last year
when a carpet fitter came
across them in his storage
shed.

Cornell
bought
the
collection last July 7 at a
Sotheby auction in London for
about $81,000, including
Sotheby's commission and an
agent's fee. The school
planned to send the works to
its Ithaca, N.Y., campus
where scholars are editing a
series
. of Wordsworth
volumes.

Auto accidents leading
cause of youth deaths
WASHINGTON (AP)-Auto
accidents are the leading
cause of death of America's
young people aged 1-24, the
government reports.
Information from the
National Center for Health
Statistics shows that 20,279
persons between the ages of 1
and 24 died in auto accidents
in 1975.
The next leading cause of
death in this age group was
homocide, which took the lives
of 6,195; cancer, which took 5,
219 lives; suicide, which took
4,736 lives; and birth defects,
which killed 1,883.
A new Census Bureau
report for the same year
shows that auto accidents
accounted for 65 percent of all
accidental deaths among
youths aged 15 to 24; 48 percent among children 5 to 14;
and 37 percent among
children l to_4.
While the number of auto
fatalities a year has dropped
about 14 percent since 1974
when the speed limit was
lowered to 55 m.p.h., auto
accidents still remain the
sixth leading cause of death
for persons in all age groups,
according to Bobby Boaz, a.
spokesman at the National

Hit IfNM •Itulfn4i fit rttilhl
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Highway Traffic Safetry
Administration here.
One reason why car accidents are the leading killer
of young people, Boaz said, is
that persons in this age group
are not as susceptible to such
problems as heart attacks,
strokes and cancer which
often hit older people.
Another reason, he added,
is that many young people do
not know their own tolerance
for liquor or realize that if
they drink three cans of beer
in a two hour period, they ar
probably legally drunk.
And a third is that young
people are less experienced
drivers who sometimes take
unnecessary chances.
Boaz said that an estimated
46,700 persons died in cars in
1977 and that half of all traffic
fatalities are in some way
alcohol-related.
Although he did not have
figures on how many deaths in
this age group were alcoholrelated, a study done for
NHTSA in 1974 of youths aged
14 to 18 showed that half of the
teen agers interviewed said
they went to al least one
drinking party a month and 61
percent of that group said
st drunk at least once a
mom
About half of those who
drink admitted to driving at
least once or twice while
drunk. And one-third of those
interviewed said they had
regularly-at least once a
month- been passengers in
cars whose drivers were intoxicated.

AUTO PARTS

WE'VE GOT THE PARTS,
TOOLS & ACCESSORIES
YOU NEED.
Domestic and "Imported"
Also Complete Machine Shop

STUDENTS GET
DISCOUNTS
SO GET TUNED UP
FOR SPRING BREAK

CAR 60PARTS
INC
E. Rock St.

At Bonmn wrVr fit for free what the
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PATRICK CULHANE:
Nothing inspirational to say
except you've been the most
normal thing I've ever experienced. Keep up the good
work. Brucie baby. Social
Leper.
BOZ: Be my valentine or
you'll never see Janie alive
again. Good times are
coming. I hear it everywhere I
go. Deacon Booze.

RETSY: How about a secret
meeting in the kitchen of first
floor Gilford? I'm shy and
quiet. Love Machine Mike.
DONALD HOLLENGER: "In
all joy you are sharing, in all
sorrow support." What would
I do without you? Thanks for
my happiest three weeks.
Hope they are the first of a
million. Anne Marie.

DEF: May the special
meaning and love of Valentine's Day be shared between
us every day for the rest of our
lives. All my love, sjl.

TO MY F.F.: Happy Valen
tine's Day, sweetie! Rev. and
Mama A, Mr. and Mrs.
Cookie, Boo, Wilmer, Dad and
the rest all miss you. So do I,
very much. Love and kisses,
"Mrs. Sensitive." XXOO.

I'M 007, that's our Bond, and
of you and Smitty I am so
fond.

TO MY BOOFER: You're just
as huggable as ever. I love you
more every day...Muffin.

DEAR SCHNIZE: For two
long years you've been mine;
I still want you to be my
valentine. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love ana kisses, Fred.

PAUL WAYNE: Happy
Valentine's Day! Hope you'll
always be my Handy Man. I
love you. Diane.

DEAR LONE RANGER: For
two long years you've been
mine; I still want you to be my
valentine. Happy Valentine's
Day, sweetie! Love, Little
Ton to.

P.W.: I took the good time, I'll
take the bad times, I love you
just the way you are. When
you need me again, I'll be
waiting. I love you all the
bunches (yes, even Sally
Bunches)...and that's forever.
L.D.

GOOD: Elections are soon.
Time to get down to business.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love
you. The Nov. CPA.
VALENCIA:
Remember
marshmall owing football
games, frozen walk to "Close
Encounters," sledding WinePrice, wet frozen pants.
Massanutten. Keep the good
memories coming. Love
Underweight
TO MY FAVORITE CUBAN:
Be it in Virginia Beach,
Guantanamo Bay or Montana, make it before twelve.
Be my only valentine. Love,
"Thex Blonde."
DEBBIE'S PLACE: Happy
St. Valentine's Day! Your
"fiance."
TO DING. SWEET B301:
Roses are red, violets are
blue, let's go to Hong Kong,
I'll whopey, will you? Signed,
Greatone.
DISCO; NOR; W. Va.; nabs
and hot chocolate; Va. Beach;
James
River;
747
honeymooners; 50th state;
Alo-o-o-ha!; Mahalo; B.
McGee's; teriaki steak; "Fire
and Rain;" snowy hurdles on
astroturf; 16 months, 13 days;
"H. shark." From your secret
H. admirer, w.w. crab,
grandma, pooky-poo. I love
you.
SKEET? Happy Valentine's
Day! A crazy something to
arrive-I hope you like it.
Poor...
TOT: Don't worry-it will
workout Happy anniversary,
Pepsi Cola. Little Tot.

TO THE NUMBER ONE
PLAYER ON THE BALL
FIELD OF MY HEART: You
make loving fun. From the
aggressive one.
ROSES ARE RED, Toni is
brown, be my valentine and
we'll fool around.
TO THE GIRLS ON LOGAN
SECOND FLOOR, WEST
END:
We entertained on
Halloween, Feb. 24 will be a
scream! So until we see you
at the party, we hope your
Valentine's Day is "Hearty!"
Who else but the Nuttsville
Crew?
LYNNE (POOH):
The
future! Who knows what it
will bring? Let's concentrate
on today, and tomorrow will
take care of itself. I'm glad
we talked. This is my best one
yet!! All my love, JeanClaude.
EAGLE 2882: Despite the what-this northern squire is
on cloud nine with a lovely
southern belle. Thanks for a
great semester-so far! May
we have much more time
together. Happy Valentine's
Day. Be mine. Much love,
Henry.
SPORT: It's been a year since
your last personal. Think of all
the changes in that year! I've
loved every one of them. Love,
Bunky.
RHONDAB: It's a wonderful
world, bacca girl. Hope your
close encounters are many
and varied. While you're up..
Happy Valentine's Day! Love,
your"suities."

HAPPY ONE: You intrigue
me and I intrigue you. I guess
that makes us even. Thanks
for taking me as I amclumsy, crazy and whatever
else. Expect a BIG kiss on St.
V. Day. Boz.

JFfappy VaJ

BILLRAM (THE SNAKE):
The llth was real and the
J.D.'s was great. A Great
Dam approved of you. Ree Ya
Rater, Scarlett.

D.D.: You know what?!!!
Happy Valentine's... We'll
soon be there; I can't wait.
Love always (even if it's not
mentioned), The Toe.

SHOESTRINGS: Only one
for a half? I did send two.
Happy Valentine's Day. I'll
be in touch. Love (or is it
lust?), S.A.

NEW YORKER:
My heart
is pinned to the MATT. Don't
you know that Southern Belles
are hell at night? Don't be so
naive. Southern Belle.

TEDDY BEAR:
If you
promise not to cheat at spades
(or hearts) any more, we
promise to make another
peanut butter pie. This is a
contract! Puppy Love.

SUGARBEAR:
Just
remember I love you. The
wine was delicious! Let's try
it again soon. Looking forward
to this weekend. I love you,
Julie.

PUNKIN': Three years
already? Fifty will be here
Jjefore we know it! I love you!

TO THE IKETTES: Tubes,
tubes, more tubes. You never
cease to amaze us. Rain,
sleet, snow and tundra;
nothing seems to phase "ya."
You say you're not legal
today? What the hell, come on
down anyway; You know
you're always welcome in "C
section-Home of Higher
Education."

SUSIE: Huggy says he likes
your touch! So come on over
and make him flush! If you do,
it could mean lust! The big
one.
DEAR JRT:
Whatever
happened to last semester?
Remember those stolen
moments in the late night
show? Hoping for many more.
Love, your Secret Admirer.
TO MY TEDDY BEAR:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Remember what you gave me
last year? Well, I'll take it if
you want to give it to me. For
yourgiftlgiveyou my heart.
Love Schnooker and N.R.
Bear.
REBKEE: Happy Valentine's
Day. This message entitles
you and your Rebel the use of
the room for one whole night.
Love,Yankel.
SPAZMOLOGIST: Happy
Valentine's Day. Enjoy your
remaining
months
of
illiteracy. Next year instead
of a weekly you will have a
daily Reeder. I am glad for
your advancement. Love,
Literary promoter.
HO, HO, HO: Who wouldn't
go-anywhere with you?
Happy Valentine's Day. When
all of the Jacks have hit the
road and you are looking for
company, I'll always be a
Swingin Single.
TOMY SWEET
ROADRUNNER:
Happy
Valentine's Day! Thanks for
all the wonderful memories
and great times. You're the
best! Remember I'D always
be here for you, through the
good and the bad times. Hove
you always and forever!
Love, Dula.
TO POOH BEAR: Happy
Valentine's Day to you and
your 12-string...How obvious!! Love, Christopher
Robin and Tigger.
TERRY MIDDLETON: Hady
Valentine's Day, sweetheart!
From your secret admirer,
Rick (what it is!!!).
SOUTHERN
COMFORT:
Happy Valentine's Day to my
dearest love! I'm crazy about
you. Be mine forever.
Welcome home! Love you
always, Squirt.
TIGER: "Life in the Fast
Lane" could take us a "Long,
Long Way from Home.
Perhaps Kennedy
School...Remember, "I'm
looking out for the two of us."
How 'bout a little Ultra-M
action to celebrate Valentine's
Day? (I'm still) The Tease
(...after 26 years.)

CHRIS AND MICHAEL
ALAN: Just a BIG thank youyou're sweethearts! Thanks
muchly. I love "ya" both. CLC
I. DNB I love you! 3-25-78.
MAYSO: I will always be your
valentine, at least for as long
as you keep your TANK and
your Master Charge! Love
always, your faggot.
MASTER
MALCOLM
MACHO MACHISMO:
Nobody has a rainbow without
first having the rain. Almost
six months- at least we're
trying. Love, the Disneynosed girl.
FUTURE SHOCK: There are
lots of stars in the universe,
but you outshine them all.
Happy Valentine's Day!
KIKI: Thank you for the year
and three months and 26 days.
Your poem is ready. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Tun.
TO MY LADY LUCK: You
may be able to beat me at gin,
but I still have a few tricks up
mysleeve! Perhaps we can
have a private game again
some time. After all, you are
the best and "More than a
Woman to Me." Happy
Valentine's Day. "F"
HAMMER:
Thanks for
bearing with me. Happy
Valentine's Day!!! Love,
Cheeks.
S.D.: Will black boots, brass
knuckles and whips make you
my valentine? Or do you
dream of bottles, boas and
bees? Remember "Serpentine
Fire."
Your
always,
Ssssnake.
TO PHIL THE EX-JOCK: Hey
Mori! Thanks for the non-gas
lodging. Hope you hose Janie.
Here's to you and me and
Jamaica. Jesse.
HEY CUTIE! How's my love
on this Valentine's Day? Five
years and I love you more and
more each day. ILAETK,
YTOrwTG TTW. Love Me.
S AND A IN TAMARAC: Just
wanted to send this valentine
to tell you how much we miss
you. We love you and cant
wait to see you over spring
break. Love,V and S.
TO THE HEATHEN UNION
LOCAL 342: Wishing the
"Wild Bunch" of "ya" a
Happy Valentine's Day. Love
y'all muchly ('specially no.
50). The Pollack.
TAPPER: It's almost a year
now and I hope it lasts
forever. We're just a couple of
coconuts and love comes in a
bushel and a peck. I love you
bunches. Me.

ABC: Your first personal has
arrived, just in time for the
night I hope to survive.
Friday night should be
dynamite as long as all
cameras are kept well out of
sight. The night was cloud 9 at
that first dance, but I do plan
to land for this second chance.
And barring all colds and
H'burg flus, the druggy and
blind man shall step aside to
the true and obnoxious me
who plans to get revenge on
the Chappelear three. Blindman.
SNAKE: Roses are nice,
Violets I hate, I'll be your
Kjrsonal sexual deviate,
appy Valentine's Day,
sweetie. Your personal pervert.
ROSE G.: I has been a great
four weeks-snow, cold, rain.
Hope you
will keep on
visiting and answering my
Bhone Happy Valentine's
ay. Brian.
E: You are my "ticket" to
happiness. We'll go on sharing
"eyes,"
gracilis'
ana
"Beginnings' forever. Happy
Valentine's Day to my crazy
kind of guy. With love from
your "Babe."
TO DARK FAKER, ETC.:
You bring the tape and I'll
bring the pillows. I love y'all
bestest of all. One of the guys.
HAYSEED HACKIE: Won't
you be my valentine? Two
down, many more to come.
Love, Rabbi Mickey.
TONI: You leave your mark
wherever you go-puddles on
the floor and messages in the
snow. Your puppy dog eyes,
pleading for tonight, always
make me want to tell you it's
all right. I've always wanted
a puppy just like you, to
cuddle and to play with, and
now I do. Happy Valentine's
Day! Love always,. Baby
Dumbo.
BAHAMA MAMAS AND
PAPAS: Happy Valentine's
Day to all! Soon it will be
picture time, and you know
what' that means-party!
Dense Bahama Papa.
DEAR MIN: Happy Valentine's Day, dubber. I love-you
very, very much. I hope
you're patiently waiting for
those 32 points. Love. Mino.
BUB: You're always on my
mind, in my heart, and the joy
of each day of my life. Love
always, John.
MOTHER: A shoulder to cry
on, a warm body to hold. Love
comes much slower than it
goes. Thanks, Dancer and the
group.

WOO.WOO: Been barking at
any dogs lately? It's been
great these last two months. I
nope Cupid continues to shoot
those
arrows.
Happy
Valentine's Day !! Love, your
light bright babie.

fine 's @ay>'
CLC II, KAC, KLP. NGS AND
KW: Thanks a million. Can't
wait *til 3-25. We'll have a
blast. Promise! You're all
terrific! I love you!

TO GEORGE L. OF GARBER: Thanks for just being a
friend to talk to. You are
really a very special valentine. Love in JC.

TO 1-9, -10, AND ALL THE
OTHERS: Happy Valentine's
Day (hope you get what you
want). The wizard.

BABE: You're in my heart;
you're in my soul-yesterday,
today and forever. Thanks for
all the clear nights, the understanding, your warm
ways, and most of all, the
love.
For your love has
brought me home. Snow and
Mayo.

ATTENTION
RECWORKERS: Happy Valentine's Day. Don't forget the
key on the 18th-"RSVP."
Have a super spring break.
PS. Hi? And 'JKuhp
Sgniteam!
TO MY LITTLE ONNIE: I
love you always. Your Bady
Gee.
TOMYESH: I will love you
forever. Love, R.R.
MR. GIFFORD CASANOVA:
I love your body and your
kisses make me tingle. Be my
valentine! Love from the one
without
polka-dot
bed
sheets l

TO THE SHOWALTER
WINO: Your phospholipid
bilayer stimulates
my
reticular activating system.
Happy Valentine's Day.
D IN 33A: Let's get together
on the 14th. Just don't scream
too loud this time. The man in
the closet.
L
TINE: I love your c.an-\
teloupes! I wish I had a MEthey have all the fun! Looking
for another weekend. Be my
valentine. So Fat.
BOO: Thanks for all the great
time we've had and the good
times we're going to have
(this weekend especially).
Without you this place would
be a pill. Be mine this and all
Valentine's. Love, Bo.
LEIGH: Thanks for the good
times. Stay optimistic and get
psyched for the dance. Love
you--Errrr! (Signed) Old
Man.
BAH: After 3Vi months we
are still US. Let's keep
growing together. Edwin the
bear.
S.S.:
Happy Valentine's
Day!! Things have been
hectic lately, but maybe we
can study some biology
together. At any rate, I owe
you a valentine kiss. Slide TBoneDIVER DAN'S DAUGHTER:
Listen, I've had this question
I've been meaning to ask you
for the longest time...well, not
actually for THAT long...it
just seems that way when you
have something troublesome
nagging you in the back of
your mind until it seems like
an ETERNITY...but then
again, if you're one of those
gifted people who can simply
file away questions for future
reference...but you of all
people should know I'm not
one of them; I'm forever
losing things...but one of these
days I'll find my sketchbooks...How do you spell
"sigazoont?"
Keep
on
shining...Gerna (have you
seen my toothpaste?). Happy
Valentine's Day.
SPARK
PLUG:
S'Enitnelav Yppah.

!Yad

L.M;: Thank you for being
there when I needed you. I've
loved your visits and hope to
have a good time on Saturday.
We still have a date to see the
Bridge at Easter. With love,
CGR girl. T.H.
ANGEL: Roses are red,
violets are blue, I like flowers
but I love you. Happy first
anniversary. XO. King.
WUHGA- WUHGA: Thanks
for everything- For a special
valentine's treat, just smile
and you'll get whatever you
want. FM
HI SWEETIE: This makes
three-but I like BIG numbers! Oh, look under your car
seat. You are so beautiful...I
love you. FE and EA!! YLL
FARMBOY: Even when we
are apart, our hearts are
always together. Much love to
you on Valentine's Day and
happy 23rd! Remember next
weekend!!
DEAREST BUZZ: We've
come a long way since last
year at this time and you're
still my sweetest full-time
valentine. My special thanks
to God for such a meaningful
relationship. Thank you for
your love and care. I love you
dearly. D Lee.
BAGUMBA: Thanks for the
doctoring. I thought you
needed practice. But I wasn't
sure in what. Happy V.D. The
thank you's are all said, but
the reasons don't stop. And
they never will. C.B.
SIGMA NU BROTHERS:
Thanks for being such great
brothers. They couldn't come
any better. Happy Valentine's
Day. Party hearty! Christie.
CHANDLER
308
AND
REJECT ROOM: Thanks for
making life tolerable when
you're sick. You're OK when
we are all well, too. Happy
Valentine's Day crew.
Especially Va. cAp.
SNAKE HIPS: Three and
one-half years and going
strong. Hope the next three
prove just as "feisty." Love,
Hubert.
GARBER B202-N irne out of ten
guys can do it and the tenth
one goes to JMU. Happy
Valentine's Day! Fred B201.
SCARLET FOXX: Every day
I spend with you adds a
beautiful new page to my life
story...and I love it. WLC.
HOWARD HAG A: For the last
four years you have
brightened up my days. Thank
you for all the good times. I
love you Howard. Suzanne.
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TO THE SIGMA PHI EPSILON LITTLE SISTERS
OLD AND NEW: Thanks for
being the best girls ever, no
matter what we say! The
brothers.
TO SHARKEY'S II-FIASH
AND SHARK (WHO ARE
ALWAYS
"STAYIN'
ALIVE"), CAT SCRATCH
NUGENT, HOT ROD BUTCH Y BUTCHY BUTCHY,
THE ADVANCED FLIRT
MIKE, SURFER CRAIG,
THE STONE PIANO MAN:
Just wanna say Happy
Valentine's Day! You're a
super bunch, and we'll love
you always. Laugh and stay
sane. Love, SNAKE.
RP: The best of luck at VCU.
It's been real here at the
asylum. We'll miss you, but
we will always maintain.
Come visit us. IMP.
S
GEEK LITTLE SISTERS:
Congratulations! You three
have been selected as the
official Geek St. Valentine's
Day Sweethearts! Have a
Geek-filled day. Two Geeks.
TO ALL OF MOTHER \S
LITTLE LAMBDA'S: I love
you madly! And you in the TV
lounge-stop stealing glances!
Stare! You could do worse!
Mother.
DOC: I tip my heart to a brave
man. I can only add-WUVVW. CY.
PATTY AND JANE:
Harrisonburg,
Alexandria
and Locustville were
"outa" • sigR, "
butPowhatan will be "outa" this
world. Hope encounter No. 30
is great! Love, A & J.
EJPIII: Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, "Little Hoover."

TO THE S.B. 18: Happy VDay to our future cohabitants
and Jeffers (the "man with
the golden key..."). And we're
SERIOUS about that! XXOOConehead and the southern
belle
K.A.C.: With all your men, one
still has his eyes on you.
Listen for "Where's E?"
Signed A.B. for McCartney's
little brother.
COVER GIRL BYRL: Rl does
not know about R2, but does
R2 know about Dr. M? Your
cool will never be retained.
Dream on. Post Toastee.
DAVIDIO: I tip my heart to a
brave man. I can only addWuv-ww.
SUGARBEAR: I know I
needn't ask. but I'U ask
anyway--will you be" my
valentine? It's been a fantastic eight months. I love
you. Puppydog.

GEORGIA PEACH: You can
be my valentine, Easter
bunny, and Beach Baby. But I
won't play any games, except
with Alpha Sigma Sigma.
Cook's Pet.

J: It's the same old me,
crying the same old tears, and
I walk away like I always do,
still in love with you. One day
soon; please have faith. All
my love...forever.

TO THE GIRLS ON SECOND
FLOOR LOGAN, WEST
END: Nance is good friends
with the mum. The count
thinks Laur has nice bun. The
Blob has the hot tas for Joan
and Shelly's ta tas. And the
basketball head wants to
dribble with Debbie in bed!!
Guess who? The Nuttsville
Crew.

TO BANANIE: The D of D of
all D's!!! Have a Happy
Valentine's Day, from the kid
who loves vou!!! La La La?!

MOOCH: Thanks for being
there when I need you; you're
a true friend. I'll be winking
of you on Valentine's Day.
Love, Stash.
H ft R BLOCK MAN: It's a
taxing trip up here, but the
returns are great (let's unplug
the
blanket!).
Happy
Valentine's Day. Old Woman.
LITTLE WILLIE: "I love
you" is never enough to say.
Be glad for the good times
we've had and know there's a
future waiting for 'us! As
always, your little girl.
I KNOW YOU THINK THESE
THINGS ARE SILLY, but I
couldn't pass up the opportunity to say "I love you."
Happy Valentine's Day-XO.
Helen Keller.
TO KELLY IN GIFFORD 325:
The wine and beer was good;
the company was great; The
only problem was: Getting
locked out kind of late. But
let's try it again some time.
Eagle 4th floor neighbors.
DOUGGER:
Remember,
we've only just begun. Just 3 "^
more years! We can make it!
Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you. Jet.
MINKEY-MOM: Do fish have
teeth? Your loving twcyearX
old, M.D.S.
ELLEN, BLAIR (sorry no
Lisa), PENNY AND LOU:
Happy Valentine's Day. from
your suitemate with the
newsprint fingers. Glad I
finally came home and -met
you; the filing cabinets were
beginning to talk back (but
they can't sing like the ads
can). Gerna.

OUR MEN AT GLICK: You
make our d-hall dining exciting because you're a bunch
of rOi.'sand Joeys. We love
you. Anne, Kim, Anne, Kathy.

JOCKETTE: Happy Valentine's Day today. Happy birthday
tomorrow.
Happy
graduation in May. Oh happy
talkhV, talkin' happy talk.
Love, your middle-namesake.

MY MAN: I "wanna" hold
until I die, so let's live
I lives. You have made me
wicked, but I love it Love,
your lady.
TONE: Six feet two, eyes of
brown. My heart flips, when
you're around.
Happy
valentine. Love always, J,. .

TO THOSE FRANKLIN
COUNTY
"RAMBLING"
GUYS (ALIAS "S")S Hey, you
guys are good. Come on up
and we'll get small together.
Hope you have a crazy kind of
Valentine's Day. Well, excuuuuuse meeee if you don't
know who this is from!

GEORGE: How?...Actually, I
know how; so, when? Love
and icy midnight kisses,
Smokey.
DAVID: Happy Valentine's
Day. You are number one in
everything, especially my
heart. I love you very much.
Ginny.
WATERBABY:
I can't
remember a better year.
Remember-Va. Beads,
tennis, golf course, lobster,
Monday night drives, all the
good times.The bad times
come and go, but the special
love remains, I promise.
Ready
for
Florida,
California. Don't keep me
waiting. I love you, really,
Kamikaze.
BEATRICE: I love you more
than I love Blanche, Gladys,
or Miss Hinkey-doodle. Seven
is still the magic number.
VASAP will prevail. Love,
Vernon.
NAVY^ SUNSHINE: You've
changed my life, brought
happiness and love. Loving
you is fantastic. Looking
forward to being your wife
and more years even better
than this one. W-TLC. Your
baby.
* .#.

K.A.C: Happy Valentine's
Day, happy birthday (coming
soon), happy every day! Hove
you. The Arms.
DR. J: Happy Valentine's Day
baby, and remember., "just
stay close at hand." Love,
Pokey.
GIL it seems you like building
brick walls, so I'll hire you as
my valentine brick layer. I'm
happy, let's get lucky. Zep
MISS PACE: I'm sorry that I
stare at you that way. It's just
I'm trying to think of
something clever to say. I
can't get the courage to tell
you face to face, but I think
you are very pretty, Bonnie
Pace. Ben.
BARBRA STREISAND AND
LIZA MINNELLI: Believe us,
star-gazing is fun! Happy
Valentine's Day! TG
EARLY
MORNIN '
SHOWERMATE:
Am
Syched for this weekend!
aybe it'll give us a chance to
just talk and b.s. It's been a
long time...get lots of rest!
Dry hair.
(Continued on Page 18)

Men's gymnastics:

Team wins tri-meet
By HOLLY WOOLARD
The James
Madison
University men's gymnastics
team defeated Virginia Tech
and North Carolina state this
past weekend in tri-meet
action, as the Dukes raised
their season record to 4-3.
JMU accumulated 158.5
points, while VPI placed
second with 131.7. N.C. State
could only gather 71.55
points.
The Duke's George Ishee
won the vaulting event with a
score
of
9.15,
which
establishes a new school
record. He also captured high
bar honors and placed third in
floor exercise and the pommel
horse.
"George's scores have
improved substantially," said
co-captain Ron Ferris. "Mr.
Kruger (women's coach) has
been sacrificing a lot of time
to work with the team and in
the past two meets our total
score has improved 28 points," said Ferns.
Ishee attributes the overall
improvement to the team
attitude. "It makes a difference when you have a team

Sports

to push you," said Ishee.
"Everyone is pulling
together and we have more
purpose," Ishee said "We
have so much talent that the
team really motivates me."
Co-captain Dave Carter also
raised his score in all-around
competition by four points. He
placed second in floor exer(Continued on Page IS)

Terrapins

defeat JMU
By HOLLY WOOLARD
The
University
of
Maryland edged the James
Madison University women's
gymnastic team by less than
two points as both teams
defeated Virginia Tech in trimeet competition Friday
night.
The Terrapins scored 124.75
points. JMU recorded 123.6
and Va. Tech earned 92.5 in
the meet hosted by the
Duchesses.
Top performers for JMU
(Continued on Page 17)
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JMU'S MELODY HAYNE8 competes in the
floor exercises during Friday night's double
dual meet with the University of Maryland and
Virginia Tech. Haynes also competed in the

balance beam, where she tied for second. The
Duchesses, too, were second in the meet
Maryland finished with 124.75 points to JMU's
123.6, and Tech had 92.5. «*to »v *•"■■> Thompion

Dukes edge W&M to keep ECAC hopes alive
By DENNIS SMITH
WILLIAMSBURG"I
guess you could say that this is
our biggest win," James
Madison University's head
basketball coach Lou Camginelli said of the Dukes' 68-66
CAC win over the College of
William and Mary,
in
Saturday's first basketball
meeting between the schools.
The Dukes, still in con-

tention of a Northern ECAC
bid, upped their record to 15-6,
while the Indians fell to 14-7.
JMU's forward Tyrone
Shoulders bit a layup, which
eventually was the winning
basket, on an assist from
guard Roger Hughett to give
the Dukes a 67-61 lead, with
1:45 remaining.
W&M's
center
Ted
O'Gorman then made a three-

Duchesses use zone
defense, prompt win
By PAUL MCFARLANE
WILLIAMSBURG-The
Duchesses' basketball team,
using a 1-3-1 zone defense,
turned around a 25-20 half time
deficit to beat the College of
William and Mary 52-44 here ,
Saturday.
The win raised JMU's
record to 7-10 while the Indians fell to 10-5. It was also
the first Duchess win in four
£mes and their third of the
t nine.
"We needed this one to get
the ball rolling as far as
winning goes," said head
coach Betty Jaynes.
The Duchesses used a
person-to-person, 1-2-2 and a 13-1 zone in the first half, but
only the latter proved effective as JMU coupled 23
turnovers and 24 per cent
shooting to trail by five at
intermission.
During the halftime,
Jaynes and assistant coach
Pam Wiegardt chose to stick
with the 1-3-1 throughout the
second half.
"The thing that was hurting
us in the first half was our

offense," explained Jaynes.
"If we can get our defense
clicking, our offense will
come."
Wiegardt installed a more
aggressive zone, Jaynes
said, where the wings were
"shooting out" after the ball.
"Pam said if we played
aggressively, we would be
, able to make a comeback,"
said Jaynes.
JMU outscored William
and Mary 10-4 in the first
seven minutes of the second
half to take its first lead on
Mendy Childress' 14-footer.
The Duchesses then spreed to
another 10-4 burst over the
next five minutes.
With 8:26 to go, Anna
Harvey gave the Duchesses a
40-33 lead on her 15-footer
from the key.
Sharon Cessna stretched
the lead to nine, 48-39 on a
three-point play with 2:21
remaining. Kathy Peter gave
JMU its largest lead of the
game-11 points- when she put
in a rebound from Cessna's
shot at the 1:38 mark
(Continued on Page 16)

point play and forward John
Lowenhaupt hit two free
throws, after Hughett made
the front end of a one-and-one,
to bring the Indians back to 6866.
However, the Tribes' guard
Jack Arbogast threw up a tenfoot jumper with no time left
on the clock which bounced
around the rim and harmlessly bounced out to give
the Dukes the win.
The Dukes never trailed
after forward Pat Dosh,
JMU's leading scorer with 23
points, converted a threepoint play leaving the score
46-44, with 14:27 left.
Dosh hit another layup with
11:11 remaining to stretch the
Dukes lead to 52-46. But
Lowenhaupt, the game's
leading scorer, hit two
jumpers and a layup and
O'Gorman converted a layup
to bring W&M back to a 54-54
tie.
After Shoulder's layup
gave the Dukes a 56-54 lead,
JMU went into the tease with
7:32 left, and Stielper hit a
layup 12 seconds later.
The two team then traded
baskets until Shoulder's
layup, with 1:45 remaining.
The Indians jumped to a 2011 margin in the game's first
eight minutes, by hitting 10
out of their first 14 shots.
O'Gorman, who hit for a
career high 23 points, and
Lowenhaupt hit 18 of the
team's points.
O'Gorman converted two
tip-ins, two follow-up shots
and a layup.
While,
Lowenhaupt made three
jumpers and a hook.
The Dukes then rallied to
grab their first lead 27-26, with
4:54 left, by hitting 14 of the
next 20 points. ' Dosh's layup
capped the rallied in which he

scored eight points, hughett,
Stielper, Sherman Dillard and
Gerard Maturine added one
baskets each for JMU.
The team then traded
baskets with Dosh's 18-foot
baseline jumper leaving the
score 35-33 at the end of the
half.
The Dukes were outrebounded by the taller Indians 40-25 in the game.
However,
JMU's
54.2

percent field goal average, on
29 out of 56, was too much for
the Tribe which shot a weak
27 out of 63 for 35.5 percent.
Dosh, who hit 11 out of 15
from the field, was the game's
"outstanding" performer,
according to Campanelli.
"He made the big plays
when we needed it," Campanelli said of Dosh. "He does
well against everybody. He's
one hell of a basketball
player."

JMU-Tech decide
on three-game pact
James Madison University and Virginia Tech officials have
reached a "verbal agreement" for the two schools to meet in
basketball three times in the next three years, the Harrisonburg
Daily News-Record reported Friday.
The pact calls for two games to be played in Blacksburg and
the third to be held at a neutral site, probably Roanoke, according
to JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers.
Earlier in the year, JMU rejected an offer by Tech to play one
game in Blacksburg without a guarantee of a return match.
Ehlers felt that a "one-shot dear would not be advantageous to
the Dukes' program, and did not accept the Tech offer at that
The new deal, however, was closer to what JMU officials were
after and was completed Wednesday but not announced until
Thursday, the News-Record reported.
"It's an investment for the future and is definitely better than
the one-shot deal offered before," head basketball coach Lou
Campanelli was quoted in the News-Record story. "J^'s in the
best interest of our total growth and development."
As of Sunday no dates for the meetings have been announced.
The bargain reached with Tech is similar to the one arranged
with William and Mary, whereby two games will be played away
from Godwin Hall, and the third to be played at a site other than
opposing team's home court. William and Mary will play at
Godwin Hall next year.
But the Tech third game is scheduled for a neutral site, the
News-Record reportecT
"I am hopeful," Campanelli added, that sometime..we U be
able to have them (Tech) come here."
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Women swimmers
lose fourth straight

FORWARD TYRONE SHOULDERS (11) lays
in two of his 11 points in Saturday's 68-66 win
over William and Mary on this fast break.

Shoulders also grabbed six rebounds. Steve
Stlelper, who trails the play, finished the night
with ten points and nine rebounds.
mote by David IWMI

By HOLLY WOOLARD
After four events the James
Madison University women's
swim team was 20 points
behind the University of
Maryland as the Duchesses
eventually lost their fourth
consecutive meet 78-52,
Saturday.
Although JMU captured
seven of fifteen first places the
Duchesses were overwhelmed
by the Terrapin depth.
Maryland had only one double
winner, as other victories
were dispersed between live
swimmers.
JMU was led by co-captain
Frances Kelley, who notched
three first places and competed on the winning 200 yard
freestyle relay.
Kelley
captured the 400 yard individual medley, 200 yard
backstroke and the 100 yard
butterfly.
"That's what we expected
of her," stated assistant coach
Pat Sargeant. "Frances
works hard and is continually
proving herself."
Another top JMU performer was Marie Grosz, who
won the 50 and 100 yard

freestyle events and anchored
the 200 yard free relay. Grosz
edged her Maryland opponent
by .14 seconds in the fifty,
recording a time of 26.445. She
also dropped her
time by approximately one
second.
"Marie did an exceptional
job," said Sargeant. "She is a
verv competitive swimmer."
Freshman Mary Kate
Ferguson won the 100 yard
breaststroke and finished
second in the 200
for
the Duchesse*. Teammate
Diane Cayce placed second in
the 200 yard individual medley
and butterfly events.
One added incentive for the
Duchesses was parent
spectators. "You can always
expect good performances
from swimmers on parents
day," said the assistant
coach. The JMU swimmers
invited their parents to the
meet and sponsored a tea
afterwards.
The Duchesses travel to
Washington D.C. next Friday
to compete against George
Washington University. Tht
meet begins at 6 p.m.

Men'* swimming:

19th HoiV
JMU, state to benefit
from tight Va. rivalries
By KEN TERRELL
WILLIAMSBURG- Following last Wednesday's
victory over Old Dominion University, Dukes'
basketball coach Lou Campanelli played down the
significance of the triumph. "When you're playing
Division 1 schools every week they're all big games, he
commented.
But after Saturday's 68-66 squeaker over William and
Mary, Campanelli could no longer contain himself.
"Beating tnem on their home court, after the people
they've beaten here (North Carolina in particular) I'd
have to say that this is our biggest win of the season."
Campanelli went on to describe the victory as one that
was"good for us, and good for Virginia basketball."
The benefits for the Dukes certainly qualify this
particular success as the high point of the season if not
the most important in the team's history.
The only win that would surpass the one Saturday
night, would be an important post-season playoff win.
By defeating William and Mary, the Dukes may have
provided, the opportunity for such an occurence.
. "IfVCUor Georgetown gets the ECAC bid in our
region then we would have to be considered for a wild
card bid in the New York-New Jersey area," Campanelli
said. "Both our team and William and Mary were being
looked at in this light before the game," he added.
While not boosting the James Madison University
Srogram to the same level as VPI, the victories over
DU and William and Mary also will give the coach and
athletic director here more leverage when scheduling
matchups between the two teams in the future.
Currently, the two schools are slated to meet on three
occasions
, twice in Blacksburg and once on
a neutral court.
And while not proving that "the best team you never
heard of * is the best team you ever heard of-Saturday's
victory might at least cause newspapers and television
news shows outside the immediateare to take notice and
stop referring to JMU as Madison College. Such
recognition would be an aid to the recruiting program
here.
Although the beaten Indians might find it a poor
consolation, Campanelli is accurate in describing the
win as beneficial to Virginia basketball. The Dukes'
success adds a new dimension to the state's basketball
power-structure. Tightening of in-state rivalries at the
Division I level means increased crowd interest and
subsequent media attention.
11 ■ t > i, * 11.,
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West stars in Dukes' wins
By JOHN DAVIS
in the 50 freestyle in 23.235 and
Freshman diver Mike West
Weber in the 200 yard
scored a pool record 245.5
breastroke in 2:26.765. Harry
Ching placed third in the
points-on the three meter
board and Chip Martin swam
breaststroke at 2:31.707 Mike
Baxter, a walk on who started
a team record 2:07.8 in the 200practicing just two weeks ago,
yard backstroke to lead the
James Madison University
swam an unofficial 23.615 in
swimming team to a 73-38
the 50, which would have been
good for second place.
victory over Towson State and
a 74-33 win over Georgetown.
John White won the 200
individual medley, in 2:10.555,
The double dual triumph
besting teammate Martin,
on Saturday improved JMU's
record to 10-6 on the season,
who came in third by four
seconds. White also took a
with two meets to go before
second in the backstroke,
the State championships on
finishing three seconds
February
23-25th
in
Harrisonburg.
behind Martin's recordbreaking pace.
Coach Charles Arnold was
Mike West's record perobviously "pleased" with the
formance on the high board
Duke's latest victories, but he
was accomplished despite the
was also surprised at the ease
fact that until this year he had
with which it was acnever been on a three-meter
complished. "We thought we
board, according to Arnold,
would beat Towson by two or
three points," said Arnold,
"but they didn't bring two or
three swimmers, (because of
illness) so I guess that made
the difference."
The Dukes were hardly a
K'cture of health either, as
artin, West, Greg Stuchlak,
By KEVIN CROWLEY
Paul Weber, Chris WeimerEight members of the
skirsh, Scott Johnston, Pete
men's indoor track team
Laiti and Bruce Fraley all had
entered the North Carolina
varying degrees of the flu
State Invitational Meet
during the week. All eight
Saturday, but only in
men performed on Saturday ,
preparation for the more
however, and did
well
significant Virginia State
enough to capture six first
Championships today.
places, four seconds, and two
"None of the teams at the
thirds.
Invitational were really
Pete Laiti continued his
competing," said Coach Ed
winning ways with first places
Witt "There were no awards
in the 100 and 200 freestyles.
given and we never entered
finishing in 50.698 ana
any special events."
1:50.727. Fraley took a third
Unfortunately, no one told
in the 200 freestyle at 1:58.805
hurdler Keith Pope this meet
and Rick Sulzer took third in
was merely a stepping stone it
the 100 freestyle at 51.893.
seems. Pope set a school and
Scott Johnston had his best
meet record during a trial run
day of the year as he finished
with a first place in the 500 /Of"the 60-yard high hurdles,
clocking a 7.2. He finished
freestyle, 5:27.642, and two
fourth though, in the actual
seconds in the 1000 freestyle
race.
and the 200 butterfly.
Three long jumpers, David
Weimerskirsh won the butGlover, Jerry Cutright and
terfly in 2:05.197.
Sam Onwuli, were entered in
Co-captains Sulzer and
the Invitational, though none
Weber took first places, Sulzer

who spends a lot of time
helping his divers.
"We Just wanted Mike to
get some confidence on the
high board this year.
Needless to say we are extremely pleased with his
West also won the onemeter diving with a score of
233.30. JMU's other diver,
Stuchlak, took a second on the
low board with 200.75 points.
He didn't compete on the high
board since he was still
recovering from the flu and
the match was already won.
JMU won both the 400
medley relay and the 400
freestyle relay, but the
freestyle relay was not
recorded as official because
Arnold didn't want to make
the final score too embarrasing.

Pope sets school record
at North Carolina State
placed in competition. Witt
said the three were there to
"work on technique.'' Onwuli,
who has been hampered by
injury lately, is working out
but will just have to wait and
see about his distances.
Bom Mike Greehan and
George Woodson entered the
600-yard run, but neither
placed Pole vaulter Mike
Perry had better luck
finishing fifth in his event with
a 14-foot vault
Besides James Madison,
teams from North and South
Carolina were at the Invitational, along with Virginia
Tech and University of Richmond.
The state championships
today, though, will have no
bearing on who goes on to
national competition, but it is
a chance, Witt said, for JMU
to make its mark as a state
power.
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VOICE OF
THE

Wrestlers third in quad meet
By DENNIS SMITH
The James Madison
University wrestling team lost
two matches and won one in a
quad-meet Saturday afternoon at JMU. Despite the
losing record, head,coach Jim
Prince was "overly pleased"
with the
Dukes performance.
"We thought we would have
been out-classed all day, but
we weren't." he said. "Our

wrestlers gave the best effort
they could"
JMU lost to Salisbury State
22-14 and Virginia Tech 33-6
while handing Liberty Baptist
its first lossot the season 25-21.
Against Liberty Baptist,
the Dukes were down 21-7 but
JMU won the last four matches to win. Scott Utegaard
(167) and Dale Eaton (190)
pinned their opponents, and
Mark Elander (177) and John

Kubesh (Hwt) won clutch
decisions.
"Outstanding" wrestlers
for the Dukes, according to
Prince, were Mark Hemdon
(118), Utegaard, and Eaton.
All went 2-1 on the day.
Kubesh had the best record of
the Dukes 2-0.
The next JMU match will
be Tuesday night against the
University of Richmond, at 7
p.m. in Godwin Hall.

Duchesses score win with zone
(Continued from Page 14)

The Indians closed it to 5042 when Lynn Norenberg hit
the first end of a one-and -one.
JMU's Bette Notaro, though,
scored a layup, and the Indians' Karen Taylor hit two
free throws to complete the
scoring.
For the Duchesses, the win
meant more than another
digit in the "W" column.
Beating the highly regarded
William and Mary team
should give the team
momentum going into its final
four games, all of which are
against Commonwealth
Division opponents. In the

Division, U
Duchesst.
regretfully , '»t an 0-4
record, and several wins will
be necessary to qualify JMU
for the state tournament,
March 2-4 in Norfolk.
"These next two weeks are
curcial for us," explained
Jaynes. "That's why I wanted
to start if off Saturday by
beating William and Mary."
JMU faces Virginia Tech,
Radford, Virginia and
Virginia Commonwealth in its
last four games, and Jaynes
feels a .750 winning percentage over those four is
necessary to qualify.
"If we do not win three out

Virginia rivalries aided
by JMU win over W&M
(Continued from Page 15)

Is the rivalry one that JMU
is capable of maintaining?
Are the Dukes as good a club
as they appeared to be on
'Saturday night? They're
better.
"If we played tonight the
way we did Wednesday night,
we would have won by ten
points,"
Steve Stielper
commented after the game.
"We were sloppy on offense,"
he continued, an opinion that
was shared by Sherman
Dillard and Pat Dosh.
The Dukes also shot a poor
54 percent from the free throw
line with a 10 for 17 performance in a second half
where the JMU lead was often
two points. Tyrone Shoulders
and Roger Hughett both
missed crucial free throws in
the closing moments.
"We tried to give it to
them,"
Campanelli
remarked. "We missed one
free throw after another.
Those of you (in the press)
who have not seen us play
before, this was not one of our
best games," the coach admitted.
However, the Dukes did
play an effective zone defense
which
allowed
John
Lowenhaupt, the Indians
scoring leader, 26 points, and
teammate Ted O'Gorman 22
points, but held the six other

William and Mary scorers to
an average of only three
points. In the closing seconds
the Indians were unable to
penetrate the Dukes' zone for
a clear shot to tie the game.
Perhaps the Dukes arrival
as a serious Virginia
basketball power could be
measured in the change in
attitude of the William and
Mary crowd during the game.
In the first half, with the
Dukes trailing until the final
minutes and then leading by'
only two at the buzzer, the
fans in William and Mary Hall
raised no more noise than a
JMU crowd at at Baptist
College game. However, as
the second half progressed
and the JMU team continued
to maintain a slim edge,
fending off several Indian
rally's, the roar from the 6000
faithful made communication
along the press table impossible.
"I don't think they expected us to be this strong this
late in the season," Campanelli said of the William and
Mary coaching staff. The
crowd was no less surprised.
If there is one disadvantage
to be found as a result of the
Dukes' victory over William
and Mary, it is that from now
on, the potency of the JMU.
basketball team will come as
a surprise to no one.

I is still cutting hair in Harrisonburg. ♦
! Same phone number different
J
I location. Call to find out where.
♦

, 434-5533 '

of lour, we may not go to the
championships," she exElained "The minimum has to
e two (wins)."
"I would not like to go into
the tournament seeded eighth
becuase we would draw
(nationally-ranked, firstseed) Old Dominion. I would
hate to go into the tournament
in that position."
Earlier this season, the
Lady Monarchs
bombed
JMU 72-44. W & M's Norenberg led all scorers with 18
points, and she scored all of
William and Mary's secondhalf field goals-four of them.
Childress led JMU scorers
with 16 points and 15
rebounds. Cessna added 13
points and ten rebounds, while
Notaro scored ten and had 13
rebounds.
The Duchesses host Tech
Thursday and Radford
Saturday, before traveling to
Charlottesville for UVa. on
Feb. 21, and to Richmond to
play VCU on the 25th.

Gymnasts win
(Continued from Page 14)
cise, the pommel horse, and
the parallel bars and finished
third in the rings.
Teammate Greg Frew won
the floor exercise event and
set the team record with a
score of 8.5. Other JMU
victories came from Perry
Babb in the pommel horse and
Paul Harris on the parallel
bars.

FAN
Thanks fans for support...
The James Madison University basketball staff would
like to extend its full appreciation to the student body.
Your response to our plea for support has been incredible and we know it will continue.
To look up from the bench to see every seat occupied
with a JMU follower only adds to the major-college
atmosphere you have helped us create, and we're sure
there are many other programs that would envy our
situation.
To you we say, "When it happens in Godwin Hall it's a
rhapsody and every place else is just a jingle."
Thank you very much.
The JMU basketball staff

...thanks team for ODU win
Thanks Lou, it was about time we had a good , exciting game in which we won. All the credit should go to
the players for a job well done!
This game was surprising because it was only the
second game I've seen wortn watoning.
t
Most of the games in Godwin Hall are boring (except
for the recent VCU and ODU games). The only thing
which gets the fans off their butts in those boring games
is the expectation of the dunk or a T-foul on the opposing
coaches. But since you've outlawed the dunk there is no
reason to get out of our seat when a Madison player .
breaks long all by himself with a steal.
The Roanoke game, a 56-41 victory, put a W in the win
column and an L in the exciting column. The Arkansas
game was a poorly played game by both teams. You
may have beaten them, but it should have been a
slaughter. That team had to be weary from its long trip,
plus they were kicked the night before by Va. Tech. by
more than 20 DOinLs.
If you want the fans to yell like ACC fans then show us
some better basketball. Two games in a year is not what
I call exciting basketball. I would rather see any ACC
basketball team go 6-6 at home than to see Madison go
12-0 at home. At least the 6^ season would keep my
attention on the game.
If Wednesday night's game had been against anybody
besides ODU, I would have probably stayed home and
watched the Maryland-UNC game on TV.
You've banned the Dunk, banned Baker, Banned Va.
Tech., so whats next? Please don't ban little Duke from
running around on the court.
Still I have to say "Good Luck" with the rest of the
season! Maybe next year will be different.
Walter A. Wilson. Ill

•0LBII€0BBA1
Family Steak House
1580 South Main
*

&feC?
KV

All We Serve Is
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future'
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Dukes move to number five with in-state wins
ByBOBGRIMESEY
James Madison University's Dukes finally did it.
They finally defeated an instate opponent
Then for an encore, the
Dukes beat a second in-state
opponent.
Only the state's top-ranked
team, the University of
Virginia, did as well this past
week against in-state competition.
Nevertheless, the Dukes
jump from No. 7 last week

Terrapins

beat JMU
(Continued from Page 14)
were freshmen Angie Muse
and Donna Chapman. They
finished third and fifth
respectively in all around
competition.
Muse received 32.15 total
points in all around action
which establishes a new
record for JMU women's
gymnastics. She also placed
second on the uneven parallel
bars and the balance beam.
The gymnast took third in
floor exercise and fourth in
vaulting.
Chapman finished second
in floor exercise with a score
of 8.5. She also placed fourth
on the uneven parallel bars
and fifth in vaulting.
Other gymnasts that placed
include Melody Haynes who
tied with Muse for second
place on the balance beam.
"Haynes threw an aerial on
the beam which raised our
score," said meet captain
Cheryl Flory. "With moves
like these our score will
continue to increase."
The
Duchesses
face
William and Mary next
Saturday in WiUiamsburg.

(their lowest point for the
year) back to No. 5 (their
second-highest rating since
being overrated at No. 4 to
start the year).
The week started Wednesday when the Dukes
downed Old Dominion 74-65
and continued when they
shocked William and Mary 6866 Saturday.
Prior to the present
"streak," the Dukes had
failed to beat state opponents
in four games. Although their
height still remains a
question, they have laid to rest
any rumors they can't beat
Virginia opponents — in a big
way.
Virginia (17-4) won the
Richmond
Times-Dispatch
Tournament with wins over
No. 8 Richmond (68-42), and
No. 2 Virginia Tech (76-68).
The Cavaliers lost to
Atlantic Coast Conference
opponent Duke 100-75 earlier
in the week, but looked as if
they had regained their offensive aggressiveness in
Richmond.
The Cavaliers are finished
playing in-state opponents
after going 6-0.
Virginia Tech (17-6) may
have Tost a chance to get into
the NCAA tournament with its
loss to Virginia, but the Hokies
helped decide who the state's
No. 2 was by downing
previously second-ranked
VCU 71-63 in the first round of
the Times-Dispatch tourney.
The two were tied for the
spot last week. According to
VCU coach Dana Kirk,
though, his team would be No.
2 if the officiating had been
fair in Friday's game.
Kirk blamed the officials for
the Tech loss then saw his
team alomost lose to Richmond in the consolation game
Saturday. The Rams won 67-66
when the Spiders' John
Campbell missed a 10-foot off-

balance jumper at the buzzer.
In any event, the Rams (193) drop to No. 3 this week.
No. 4 Virginia Military
boosted its record to 18-5 this
week with wins over Richmond (66-51) Wednesday, and
The Citadel (84-72) Saturday.
The Keydets have been
improving since a Christmas
break, slump and look strong
as the Southern Conference
Tournament nears.
Madison fills in at No. 5.
Old Dominion do-ii),
despite the loss to Madison, is
still improving.
After losing to the Dukes,
theMonarchs bounced back to
take Georgia Southern 79-73
and retain the No. 6 spot.

Wrestling
intramurals
organized
A single-elimination intramural wrestling tournament will be held Feb. 22,
according to the office of
intramurals.
A organizational meeting is
planned for Monday, Feb. 20
at 7 p.m. in Godwin 103.. All
teams should have rosters and
weight
classes
filled.
Championship Division teams
must compete in seven of ten
weight classes.
The tourney will follow
NCAA rules.
Each match will be threeminute rounds or a pin.
All wrestlers will
be
required to weigh in one hour
prior to the preliminaries, and
there will be a one-pound
leeway.
Team
and
individual
champions will be recognized,
and a wrestler is confined to
one weight class.

rWRCUTTERS

A full line of great hair for people.
107 S MAIN HARRISONBURG, VA.

434-IOIO

William and Mary, on the
other hand, has been on a
crashdive and no reason to be
overconfident when it played
Madison — the excuse did
little to improve the score.
The Indians were high and
mighty with early season wins
over North Carolina and VCU,
but things are different now —
such as their record (14-7) and
their rating (No. 7).
Between television and
personal attendance, this
B(lister has seen all in-state
ivision I schools twice except Richmond.
Richmond was studied
Saturday in its loss to VCU
and afterward both Kirk and
Spider coach Carl Slone said it

N. Carolina
Duke
N.C. Slate
Virginia
Wake Foresf
Clem son
Maryland

ACC Standing*
Conference All Oames
WL.Pct....W.L.Pct.
7 2 .771 M 5 too
S 3 625 17 5 .773
S 3 .625 16 5 762
5 4 MS 17 4 .110
5 S .500 14 7 .667
2 7 .222 13 9 .S91
2 7 .222 13 9 .S91

Saturday'* College Basketball
■AST
American 71, Hofstra 73
Amherst 63, Williams 40
Army 74, Buffalo 53
Bowdoln 71, Wesleyan 60
Bridgeport 106. Stonehlll 14
Brooklyn Col 95, Queans 76
Bucknell 57, W Chester 55
Columbia 62, Dartmouth St
Fordham46, King* Points 73
Franklin
Marshall St, Dickinson S3
Gettysburg 90, Muhlenberg 71
Haverford (3, Swarthmora 67
Maine 76. Massachusetts 74
Navy 17. Perm St 64
N Carolina 74, Rutgers 57
Pennsylvania lot. Brown 73
Princeton 72, Yale 49
Rhode Island 70. Connecticut 61
St. John's, NY t4, Duquetne 69
Seton Hall 99, FalrfleM 77
Vermont St, Colgate 55
SOUTH
Alabama 93, Tennessee It
Auburn 92, Florida t4
Duke 104, Davidson It
E Kentucky II, Austin Paay 73
E Tennessee St 10, Western Ky 77
Florida St 19, Memphis St 12
Georgia Tech 63, Tulane 5t
LSU 95, Kentucky 94, OT
LOUlSVllle 63, St. Louis 61
Maryland 10, Clemton 75
Mississippi 61, vanderbllt a
Mississippi St 61, Georgia 45
VMI 14, The Citadel 72
Xavler, La 94, Dillard II

was their best game of the
season.
VCU played terribly in that
game and still won by one
point.
Richmond, with its 4-17
record. Is definitely a safe
choice at No. 8.
The Spiders only solace is
that they do have four freshmen and five sophomores so
the only way they can go is up
— for more than one reason.
Breeze Top Eight
1. Virginia
2. Virginia Tech
3. VCU
4. VMI
5. James Madison
6. Old Dominion
7. William and Mary
8. Richmond

Woman's Basketball
Virginia State 72, Richmond 21
College of Charleston t4. Longwood 72
ACC Tournament
Championship
Maryland t9, N.C. State *2

University Dlv. Standings
RICHMOND +AP)
Virginia
University Division basketball sten
dingsState AliOamet
W L Pet....W L Pet
Virginia
t 0 1.000.17 4 S9t
VMI
4 1 400..II 5 713
VCU

7 2 771.19 3

.164

VlrglalaTech
Wm. Mary
James Madison
Old Dominion
Richmond

2
2
2
I
1

.739
467
.714
476
.190

2
3
4
S
I

.500 17
.400.. 14
.33)..IS
.167..10
.111.. 4

6
7
6
11
17

ODAC Standings
RICHMOND 4AP)
Old Dominion
Athletic Conference basketball standings—
ODAC Ail Oames
W L Pet. ...W.L.Pct.
wash. Lea
•
419.. 17 S J7|
Hampden-Sydney6
.750.. IS 7 4t2
Lynchburg
5
.714..16 5 .762
Brldgewater
I
250 . 4 II .112
E. Menajpnlte
2
.250.. 3 17 .150
Emory Henry 1
.125.. 2 20 .091

College Dlv. Standings
-MP)
Virginia College
Division basketball standingsState AMOames
W.L.Pct.... W.L.Pct.
Randolph
Macon.
.157..12
400
Wash. Lee
.133..17
.773
xNorfolkSt.
.133..13
419
C.Newport
.111.. 17
.773
Hampton
.771.. 17
.773
Shenandoah
.771..13 . .591
Roanoka
.771.. 12 10 545
Lynchburg
.750.. 16 5 .762
HampdenSydney
5 .667..IS 7 .612
xVa. Union
2 .667..12 7 .632
Radford
6 .625..12 11 .522
C. Valley
2 .600.. 5 16 .231
Averett
5 .500..12 I .600
Va. Wesleyan
6 .500..13 11 .542
Lib. Baptist
5 .375.. 6 17 .261
St. Paul's
5 .375
4 17 .190
Longwood
a .273 5 13 .271
Brldgewater
14 .222. 4 II .112
E. Mennonlte
3 14 .177. 3 17 .ISO
Mary V«jsh.
1 I .111. 4 16 .200
Emory Henry 1 10 .091.. 2 20 .091
George Mason
0 3 .000.. 7 IS .311
xVlrglniaSt.
0 I .000.. 12 10 .$45
x
Does not include Sunday tames.
RICHMOND

:
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Jfappy Valentine's (Day.
OWL: Happy V-Day (as long
as it's not p and e).
(Continued from Page 13)
TO BARBIE, BRENDA,
KATHY, 8HERYL AND
BECKY: To the most
beautiful women in the world.
Please be
my valentine.
Always yours, Tun.
VALENTINES TO B * G: For
making the beautiful skating
rinks from our sidewalks ana
streets and keeping VP's
driveways open during our
late snow storm instead of
working on campus.
VIRGINIA SQUIRE: Maybe
I'm not a Southern belle,
but I like being courted by a
Southern gentleman. Lately
everything
has
been
moonlight and magnolias.
Boston-Born.

TO PETER H.:
Watching
you has been a real treat.
You've got a great back and
an even Detter front You can
always count on me to be your
secret admirer. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, S.S.
TO MY BATHROOM BUDDY: We may drink Jim Beam
straight, but at least we don't
burn our candle at both ends.
A southern lady.
MICHAEL: Happy Valentine's Day! Who said "snort
people got no reason to live?"
I'm inclined to think we do!
And
another
point
to
remember...we may have
little hands, eyes, and feet, but
a least we have big hearts.
Love, the little car that goes
"beep, beep, beep/'

BABY: My love, my life.
Don't change for me, I love
you the way you are. Here's to
loving you more each day. I
love you and that's forever.
All time yours, J.

BUBBA It Peace has never
come from within me, but was
attained through you. Thanks
for a wonderful five years, one
month and nine days. Bub-

SALLY.
PEGGY
AND
SARAH: You haven't been
valentines in the old-fashioned
way, but you all have been, in
the truest sense, my valentines. Ardon.

CAL: I guess all roads lead
home to you. I'm glad I'm
finally home. Je t'aime! Je
t'aime! Happy Valentine's
Day, sweetheart. Love, Mack.
MR. ROCK (YES, BILL, THIS
IS YOU): Here is the personal
I promised you. Happy
Valentine's Day. Miss Book
(yes, it is me).

TO P08TMASTER (ROOM
S37): I worked for five long
months, but now you're mine.
Believe me babe, you were
worth the wait. We've still got
the Jokes and the laughs, but
we've got love too; lePs make
it last. From "Mo
JAMES BOND OF JMU:
Even though you can't hold
onto your pizza pan, you can
hold onto me-I'm yours!
Happy Valentine's Day! Suzy
Chapstick
PUFF: It's been a great two
years and greatly looking
forward to many more.
Always
remember
the
mountains and sunrises. "No
Poofters!" Love, Huff.
TO MY NO. 1 ABH CUTIE:
Happy Valentine's Day to the
bestest boyfriend in , the
world! What a great semester
this is-having the best times
and sharing all those special
moments together. Next year
sure will be hard, but we'll
make it through knowing
there's only a year to go! I'm
crazyen 'bout you and
precinate you so much. Love,
hugs, and after kisses, Charlie
Brown.
GB: No more Friday night
fights. You're a wild one, but I
won't hit you. Sweethearts
again more or less? Love,
RAMJET. For you, a smile, a
flower, a baby grand and the
perfect painting. These are
all meaningless when compared to the joy we've known
since that snowy eve for
even if we do not last forever,
the memories will. To more
happy times..Love always, T.
SNIGGY: Happy Valentine's
Day! -Thanks for all the
happiness you give me today
and every day for the past 4
years. Love ya', me.
TO SONIA THE DANCING
POLLOCK: Who's fat? Are
you playing with my mind or
will you be my valentine? A
Wright Brother.

ban.

CHOOCH AND JOHNNY II.:
Happy Valentine's Day to two
of the greatest sweethearts a
girl could ever have! Love,
Giggles.
TO CAROL M.: I like you,
even when you blush, which is
practically always. Al.
MY LADY: Time is unimportant, our love is what
counts. "I want to hold you
•til I die, til we both break
down and cry." I will love you
and wild yellow daisies
forever! Love, your man-a
beer-drinking kisser!
BABY MAMA! Though we
argued and fussed while you
had a fever, I hope you like
Gifford better than Weaver.
Good job!
RICH I.: Thanks for all the
happy times, but the show
must go on. Remember me
when YOU'RE famous; I still
love you. Mary Etta.
D.L.: There's "niche space"
in my heart for you, tall man.
How about joining my biome?
Can you "Weaver" me into
your plans? Shy Admirer.
ME:
Would were they
cheaper or my balance in the
black, a pair of most interesting boxers would be
heading (?) your way. Gem
and I have nominated you for
an award, but we're not sure
what to call it.' Perhaps on
this day, we should attempt to
renew our friendship and I
should cease feuding. It's just
my bitchy nature, you know,
nothing personal, (ha, ha).
an animus aardvark.
BAG RATINGS: 1. D. radar;
2. Lightning rod; 3. James; 4.
Captain;
5.
Malibu.
Honorable mention-Captain
Kirk,T.W. Ratings subject to
change upon next week's
votes and comments. Keep up
the bad work guys.
TO WINNY: Happy Valentine's Day from Poo. Dude,
Pip, Shane and me, too.

ITCHY FOOT: It's been a
great eight months. Hope it
continues! Tell "Clement" hi.
I love "ya," babe, Happy
Valentine's Day! Your lime
fox.
TO
BREENA:
Happy
Valentine's Day and happy
anniversary. Guy.
TAR RAT: Happy Valentine's
Day! Wish you were here.
Love, MAM.
RICHARD CRANIUM: I told
you you'd recognize it. Hai
HV.Day.BubfLoveand
Patrick Culhane. P.S. I taught
the brick everything it knows!
PEPPER'S PAPA, Real love
is in the giving and that giving
is enough. Loving doesn't take
anything away; it can only
make us more than we were
before. Love,Pepper's Mama.
FWOG: You my love? The
thrill's still there...I love you.
Your babe.
TO HONEY, THE MAN OF
l.ooo MOODS: I've conquered
all but one and am still trying
for 100 percent.
Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love
Bunches.
FIRECRACKER: There are
three things that remainfaith, hope and love-and the
greatest of these is love! All
my love on Valentine's Day,
"Tower."
TO THE PHANTOM: Hope
your Valentine's Day is as
sweet smelling as mine is!
Thanks. Signed, the Daiquiri
Queen!?!
DODO! Sixteen months isn't
much, but there's more to
come! The little onces are
trying. How about a kiss?
Happy Valentine's Day! MIN.

BETH: A meeting in the
library which led to a
romance in the snow. I hope I
can find a valentine as sweet
as you. Stay young and naive
because that's the way I like
you. Who knows where this
close encounter will lead to? I
might even give up floozy
night forever. Love and XXX,
a reformed Hot Dog.
BUCKY-BOO: Keg No. 3
should be in Tennessee. Don't
wash your hair in Nair. Let's
face it, Baldo, you are losing
it Love, Big Bro.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
TO MY HAREM: 4022, 4900,
5554, 5645, 4840, 5745, 5963,
5359, 5854, 4250. Happy an-*
niversary babes; got you on
my mind Chuck.
SHAFFER OF HANSON:
You'll soon find that short,
ugly, moustached people with
smart mouths get nowhere.
You can't intimidate or impress your false friends. Love.
YURI: Have you told
Penelope about Julie A.?
We're sure that they both
think you're "marvo"-lous.
Love 'em and leave 'em, tiger.

DEN

TO ALL MY LOVELY
LADIES IN WAITING: With
all of you caring for me, how
could I help but "rouse
myself?" Tarapote.
MR. ANDMRS.GUNN: Hope
you have an ultra-massive
Valentine's and don't get too
carried away with the B.R.'s.
P.S.TJ?.
JEBBA: Don't egg this one!
Have you ever noticed bow a
valentine heart resembles
Mickey Mouse's ears? Love
and smooches, The Three
Mouseketeers.
S HO RT8
SOCIAL
SECRETARY: Happy St.
Valentine's Day! G.

PRINCESS: I just want to
thank you for a great
relationship. One that was and
is based on love of the first
order. Thank you for the time
of my life and sorry for the
troubles I've cost you. Love,
F.R.
TO THE FIRST FEMALE
PRESIDENT: Thanks a lot
for the night All needed now
is icing for the cake. It should
be pretty wild. Disc Jockey.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
TO: The bearded wonder; T 4
T, the happy couple; the
director:
"No
Buns"
Richardson; Ellsworth;
James; Woo; and the pipe
man. Keep up the partying
tradition! We love you afl
because you're-the best there
is-from the best there is.
"The Ikettes."
WITH ALL MY LOVE: To my
one and only valentine. I love
you, Roni.
From your
telephone man. Love, Gary.
RICKEL: This is our sixth
Valentine's Day together.
Hope we're always together. I
know we will be, we are
special. I love you. Y.W.
BRIAN OF CHANDLER: Call
4754 any time rain or shine, for
if I get you, you'll be mine.
Happy Valentine's Day! Rose.
AL: I wish you were here... I
wish I was mere...You always
have my unspoken passion...I
just want someone I can talk
to...Football is never out of
season. I'm thinking of you.
Your first class boy.
TO THE SORTA-SECRET
GLICK
CREW:
Keep
cookin'! Love, your sorta
secret sisters.
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East Coast Shi and Trauel
Invites Vou To Sign Up NO ID for
ytona, f la.March 4-11,6 days,5 nights
Accomodations Include: Ocean front room, quad.
occupancy, swimming pool, game room, keg party, and
restaurant
Price Per Person: w/o transportation $89.50
w/bus
$139.50

J-

Contact: Gino Bell 433-4260
6»S.«e»9O»aO»OeS9909>SS3S<
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& The

Worn*

Mans

$4.50

reg. 6.00

Woman's

$7.50

Discount

reg. 9.00

Shampoo, Cut and Blow Dry
tor JMU students with ID
9 11 S. Higl St. (near Werners]

434-8676
otter good thru Tcb.

44>
Great Stores

I CHO LS
Rt. 11 South
Harrison burg, Va.

434-5946

RECORD SALE

FA. 14-25
*

Alt COPE 6- OH W *$00
Series 7.98

Saturday Night Fever
Reg. 9.11
Now 8.00

t ..*

Shawn Cattidy
Earth Wind A Rre
Queen
Billy Joel
Neil Diamond
Fleehmod MM
AOfOfRlltn

STEELY

E.L0.
Donna Summer

®xn

>■: >"**■«*:>*•*» i .

Steely Pan
!

'Nichols Is ready For Yon"

Diana Ran
Box Seagal
Unda Ronttadr
Grower Washington
ISkynyrd
irfankal
Dan NIK
Gordon U§nffoor
Rod Stewart
And Nora
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First black West Point graduate honored
ATLANTA (AP)-The first
black graduate of West Point,
dismissed from the Army and
placed in a grave without a
headstone, is being buried
with full military honors in his
hometown of Thomasville,
Ga.
Lt. Henry Ossian Flipper
was the first prominent black
civil and mining engineer in
the United States and a former assistant to the secretary
of the interior from 1921 to
1923.
But for nearly 40 years his
remains lay in a grave without
a military headstone at
Atlanta's Southview
Cemetery-a result, officials
said, of his dishonorable
discharge from the Army in
1882 after he was convicted of

conduct unbecoming an officer.
Today, after a 94-year fight
to clear his name which ended
in 1976
when the Army
changed his discharge to
honorable, Flipper was being
honored in his south Georgia
hometown.
Flipper, who was born
March 21, 1856, graduated
from West Point in 1877. He
was commissioned as a
second lieutenant in the 10th
Cavalry and from 1878 until
1882 fought in the Indian wars
in the Southwest.
In 1882, his commanding
officer charged that Flipper
had embezzled $3,791. He was
court martialed and found
innocent of embezzlement but
guilty of unbecoming conduct

Honor code changes
(Continued from Page 1)
"other" violations, according
to Dingledine. The minimum
penalty for a conviction will
now be suspension for a
semester, thus doing away
with all probationary sentences. All convictions for
Honor Code violations this
academic year have been for
"major" violations, he added.
The board also limited the
right of appeal to only the
convicted student, Dingledine
said. As things now stand,
any academic department or
the university itself may
appeal an Honor Council
decision, he said.

In last year's case of a
student who was found guilty
of an Honor Code violation,
the department directly involved appealed the decision
as "inappropriate,"
Dingledine added.
One other change made by
the board is that the chairman
of the appeals committee will
no longer by able, to reject a
student's appeal, "Dingledine
said.- Only the committee
itself will now be able to reject
an appeal, he said.
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice
rsident of academic affairs,
chairman of this committee.

Elimination of speaker
(Continued from Page 1)
complained about having the
exercise on the astro-turf and
graduating en masse. Most
students wanted to graduate
on the quad and receive their
diplomas individually.
StudentGovernment
Association President Mike
DeWItt said that everyone
who spoke to brim concerning
graduation favored receiving
their degrees individually.
Students said that graduating
en masse "symbolized a lack
of individualism."
DeWitt
explained
to
Carrier the opinion he had
received from students and
Carrier then spoke to the
committee in favor of letting

the students grad uate the way
they wanted to.
Commencement exercises
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and the University of
Virginia
have guest
speakers and the students are
graduated en masse.
The recommendation to
Carrier also stated that all
students and faculty participating in the program will
be required to wear appropriate academic dress.
This would ensure that participants in the exercise are
dressed consistently, making
the ceremony more proper
and dignified, Reubush said.
This has been a regulation in
the past, and is now being reemphasized.

and dismissed from the Army.
In December 1976, at the
urging of Flipper's family and
Ray MacColl, a former
Valdosta, Ga., State College
student who is now a teacher,
the Army reviewed the court
martial and changed Flipper's discharge to honorable.
MacColl claimed that
Flipper, who also served as a

quartermaster and commissary officer, had "done a
tremendous service to our
government and had, it
seemed, been done a great
injustice."
"Anyone who would review
the case today would see all
the injustices, not just the
racism but the irregularities
in the trial," MacColl said.

Dr. K. Thomas Varghese,
associate professor
of
economics, recently had two
papers
accepted
for
publication.
The article "Inflation,
Unemployment and
Indexation" appeared in the
November 1977 issue of
"Virginia Social Science
Journal."
Another article, "The Case
For and Against Comprehensive Indexation:
A
Critical Examination" will "be
published in the forthcoming
"James Madison Journal.

70-year-old
captive dies
I BETHUNE, France (AP)~
< An elderly woman, locked in
an unheated room by her
, sister 47 years ago, has died
four days after a delivery man
discovered her by accident,
officials disclosed Saturday.
The 70-year-old captive,
Madeleine Delton, died in a
psychiatric hospital near this
northern French town Friday.
She weighed 66 pounds at
death, officials said.
Her 72-year-old sister,
Marie Louise, told police she
had locked her then 23-yearold sister behind barred
windows in 1930 because "she
had lost her mental faculties"
shortly after their mother
died.
Officials said the woman's
neighbors apparently never
knew of her existence and she
went unnoticed even during
the German occupation of
France during World War II
when houses were routinely
searched by the Nazis.

Have we get 2 Ualentine fW yen •••
select a Ualentine
ami save up t* M%
en all winter merchandise.

Today only*

The University Square
5fc$. Main St.
Htm Hturi:

10 a.*.- 5 ■•«.
frl. ihet till • i.n.

kTSBl

BRIGHTEN UP
YOUR WINTER
WITH

.

GREEN PLANTS
AND

DWNCA

Y% Com Clwwge

CANDLES
F80M

'wtoeodayOTIuw
(M

ZObS s. MAIN ST.

ofauteHto wilk 9WU ffD

29-33 S.Libert:

Restringing

Racquet Doctor"
is here to serve
you! Repojrs on
For lovy^ -tennis
prices & -squash
-rocquetbalH
swift
RegrippingV service call 433-4516

SOUTHAMPTON

COIN LAUNDRY 1425 $ Main
Tired of waiting in line for
your dorm's washer. Cpme
to Southampton & end your
wait.
434-5260
H.1A1111UJJ

S3.

Hairstyling Salon

HAIR
there arc any
number of things
youcan do with it.

has moved to their new
full service hair care center
1106 Reservoir St. 434-040 1
JMU
X parking lot

Paul St.

ourFeoruxir^Jromofion!

Reservoir

shampoo-cut-slyle $5.00
perms$15.00 when you ask for Debbie

£jfjff£%&
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Art, parties and facing life with a pitcher
(Continued from Page^3)
eyes and looked out tnrougn a
grainy fog. "Huh, on yeah,
wow, hey."
"I am James Madison."
"Oh. hey. how ya doing?
Know of any open parties?"
"Well, no, 1 have always
maintained that political
factions, or parties, in a
republic must be open, that
they must constantly enlarge
their ranks and present
themselves to the public if
they are to be entrusted by the
people with the care and
maintenance of' a free
government."
The student stared at Mr.
Madison as he explained the
role of political factions in a
republic and the necessity of
them being open to the peop'
"Wow, this guy's reai.y
bombed out," the student
thought. "He's even more
blitzed than me."
Mr.
Madison
was
proceeding into a description
of the federalists and the antifederalists and an explanation
of their tactics in using public
support to achieve their ob-

jectives when the student
interrupted.
"No man, I mean any frat
parties. I heard SPE had a
really wild one the other week.
Were you there?"
"SPE?"
"Sigma Phi Epsilon. You
know, man, one of the
fraternities."
"Now, I have always
believed that secret societies
are a threat to a free government. Arty groups with secret
orders and mysterious creeds
pose a danger to a republic.
Secret societies represent the
diametrical opposite of a free
society which is what our
federal constitution is based
upon."
"Are you saying that
Greeks are dangerous?"
"Greek. Oh, T am sorrv, I
thought you were talking
about secret societies. I did
\iot know you meant the Greek
Club. Yes, I have always been
fond of the works of Aristotle
and Plato, though, of course, I
do not subscribe to all parts of
them. I think that Greek
should be mandatory for all

university students. Latin as
well. How can one possibly be
well-rounded without knowing
Greek or Latin? Your studies
these days are much too
easy."
The
student
excused
himself and went for another
beer. On the way back, he
whispered into a friend's ear,
"I don't know what this guy's
doing but he's really gotten a
hold of some good stuff. He
looks really burned out."
"We had a place like this in
old Williamsburg," said Mr.
Madison, when the student
had returned. "Raleigh
Tavern. We would meet there
every day to discuss politics.
Why, you might even l>e able
to say that this country was
founded in a tavern."
"Is that so?"
"Yes sir, we had quite a
group. Why there were me,
and Tom, of course, Tom
Jefferson I mean, and George
Mason and Richard Henry
Lee and. . ."
"I
think
this
guy's
hallucinating," the student
thought to himself.

"You have a nice place
here," said Mr. Madison,
motioning to Dukes Grill,
"But where are the debates?"
"The debates?"
"Yes, that's what we
always did in Raleigh Tavern,
sit around and debate politics.
Is not anyone here anxious to
discuss political philosophy?"
The student laughed as only
one who has consumed an
excessive amount of beer can
do. Slowly Mr. Madison began
to realize the reason behind
the laugh..
"Do you mean that you are
not here to discuss politics?
Or philosophy? Or literature?
Or higher mathematics? Do
you mean all you are here to
do is consume alcohol?"
"Yeah, man, hey."
"But how do you expect to
learn anything from that?"
"I don't need to know
anything
about
that
philosophy stuff."
"But what are you here for
then? One is supposed to attend a university to attain
universal knowledge."
"That's ok, I'U just take the
degree."
"But what about the joy of

learning?"
"Learning is a bore and it
doesn't give you a job."
"But how do you expect to
be prepared for life if you are
not a well-rounded individual?"
"I think I'll get a pitcher."
The student left again to fight
his way toward the tap.
Mr. Madison, thoroughly
disillusioned, left the grill and
wandered out into the
hallway. "I cannot understand," he kept muttering.
"A student at my university
who is not here to learn, only
to get the degree. I do hope he
is the only one."
The hallway was crowded
with assorted revelers. From
the ballroom came the loud
pulsation of a disco dance
underway.
"Ah, music-I have always
loved a chamber quartet, even
though today's music is, ah, a
bit different from my time,"
said Mr. Madison, as he entered the ballroom.
I have not taken in a
cultural event in some time.
This may prove quite
educational."

■-.«*'

Townspeople accept award from UFO magazine
CHESTER, 111. (AP)-Nobody could remember just
when the alien creatures in 10
to 20 flying saucers strafed
Chester and left it in a pile of
rubble, but just the same
townsfolk accepted an award
from Official UFO, the
magazine that swears it really
happened.
About-75 of Chester's 5,300
citizens turned but Saturday
at City Hall to receive the
magazine's "Letter of Appreciation"
for
their
cooperation in the investigation of the village's
"destruction" last year.
The crowd was somewhat
below
Official
UFO's
projection. It had promised
"an immense crowd, numbering 20,000 to 30,000 people"
to greet "famed war hero Ed
Ferrar and his team of UFO
investigators."
Ferrar said he was a World
War II flying ace in Europe
and now is a tennis
professional in New York.
After his speech, Ferrar
collapsed, having succumbed,
he said, to forces from outer
space.
"I have an idea they the

forces didn't want any more
said," he explained.
A helicopter also arrived
for the festivities, much to the
delight of the crowd that
consisted mainly of children.
"I came to see the helicopter," said Thomas Welge,
aged seven.
Police Chief Harold Howie
was on hand to receive a
sealed envelope that the
magazine, based in New York,
said contained the names of 50
people who witnessed the
attack on Aug. 2, 1977. "I'll
give it to the mayor," said
Howie.
Mayor Stanley Macieski
did not attend but was said to
have grave doubts about the
incident.
One resident conjectured
the mayor was probably upset
that the aliens rebuilt Chester
exactly as it had been, passing
by a good opportunity for
urban renewal.
On that bleak day in
August, the magazine said in
its January issue, saucers
swooped down on the town on
the banks of the Mississippi
river, about 75 miles southeast
of St. Louis, "and burned it to

the ground, disrupting normal
communications and causing
mass panic."
However, a ' statue of
"Popeye the Sailor Man,"
erected in honor of Elzie
Segar, the cartoon strip's
creator and a native son of
Chester, either escaped the
destruction or was restructured in a park.
A key ingredient in Official
UFO's case is a series of

pictures in the magazine
purporting to show the saucer
attack. Unfortunately, those
showing evidence of the extraterrestial phenomena were
blurred.
Other photos were clear.
One. of a modern globular
water tower, was captioned:
"This weird object near the
entrance of the Chester
Mental Health Center has
been giving off a weird glow"

since August.
No one thumbing through
the magazine distributed free
to townspeople could recall
the incident. But, said Official
UFO, that was because after
the disaster Chester was
"mysteriously,
f righteningly... somehow
resurrected and the memory
of the event was erased from
all but a select group of
minds "

FCC asked to reconsider WJLA sale
WASHINGTON,DC. (AP)Federal Communications
Commission member James
H. Quello has asked FCC
Chairman Charles D. Ferris
to reconsider the FCC's approval of the sale
of
Washington's WJLA Channel
7 to Combined Communications Inc.
WJLA is currently owned
by Perpetual Corp., which
recently announced its plans
to sell the Washington Star to
Time Inc. Quello wants the
sale of the TV station
reevaluated in light of the
plans to sell the Star.

The Body Shop

Under the terms of the
WJLA sale agreement, Joe L.
Albritton, who owns Perpetual, would receive $55
million worth of non-voting
preferred stock from Combined Communications and
KOCO-TV in Oklahoma City in
exchange for the Washington
station.
Quello told Ferris in a
memo that several FCC
members had expressed
concern because through the
stock. Albritton would still
hold a remote interest in
WJLA.
"Some of us reluctantly_

approved because we believed
dividends or earnings from
the preferred stock would
guarantee the financial
viability of the Star," wrote
Quello. "With the sale of the
Star to Time Inc. this no
longer applies and a new set of
circumstances exixts for
commission consideration."

Prof publishes
Dr.
Gordon
Fisher,
professor of mathematics,
recently had an article accepted for publication in the
journal
"Historia
Mathematica."
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
A SWEETHEART OF A SALE
2 pair of fashion jeans or cords $19.98i

open
daily 10-5

. spring formals and
new tops, skirts, dresses

Friday till 9:00
66 E.Market St.
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12 pack $2.99
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ELVIN BISHOP

J0>U

rr.;-

Tickets on sale
11 AM- 4 PM
UPB Office

Wednesday Feb. 15th 8:30
TICKETS: $4.50 JMU I.D.

$ 5.50 Public
P
<

JAZZ
THE EFFECT UPON

Ualentlne Dance
featuring

RASCAL
Tuesday, feb. 14 UKC Ballroom
8 PM - II PM
$ l/ID at the Door

THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING

WILSON HALL
Fri. Feb. 17 8PM
JMU/ID Reserved Tickets $3«00
Public Reserved Tickets $4.00
Locations* UPB Box Office,
The Muse, Mason*s, Blue Mt
Records
Tickets on sale Feb.l llAM-i*PM
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DOONESBURY
me SHAH

. ISAMUH\KRBRl

HAW, THE
SITUATION HERE
ON THE BALLROOM
FLOOR. IS BEGINNING!) HEAT UP,
TO SAY THE LEAST.

-4NOCK!
HEY.DIDNT
WOCK!: YOUHEARME?
GO AUUAY, DAMMIT, OR I'LL
"^ \
OPEN FIRS!

By Carry Trudeau

EVEN AS I SPEAK, ONE TUXEDOEP GENTLEMAN SH0UTIN6
"THE SHAH IS A MURDERER" IS
BEING WRESTLEDTO THE GROUND
Bi POUR DECORUM'MINDED
IRANIAN SECURITY A6ENI5.

UNCLE DUKE!

MNTsmmirs

-^ ME,ZONKERl
,_
v
3=^
\

ZONKER!
mm THE
HELL ARE
WOOING
HERS?

PRESUMABLY TO STIFLE HIS OUTBURSTS, A NAPKIN IS NOW'BEING
STUFFS? IN THE MAN'S MOUTH, AN
UNNECESSARY MEASURE IN THIS
REPORTERS JUDGMENT, AS A NASTY
RABBIT PUNCH HAS ALREAPYTAKEN
AMY HIS WIND!

I'M ON MID-TERM
OH..OH..
BREAK, UNCLE
RI6HT! OF
DUKE1D0N7Y0U COURSE,!
REMEMBER.? Vtt/ DID! COMB
ASKEDMEOUT
RI6HT0N
HERETO GO SKI- IN, BOY!
IMG!\ I

DBMh
TASSE,
SIR?

IORWEEMPRE55'
REACTION, UP TO
WAT THE HEAD
TABIE, BARBARA!

AUNT
SANDtfS
AklAY, I
SEE..

YEAH, SORRY
ABOUTALLTHIS.
W PEACOCKS
BEEN SICK.

*"w-^£W
SOltiHATW
BEENUPTO,
UNCLE PUKE? NO,
FOUNDA
NOT
NEW JOB
YET..
I VET?
I

CROCK

BUT fVE GOT ALL MY
RESUMESOUT. I EXPECT I SHOULD BE
HEAFJNG SOMETHING
PRETTY SOON-

mm
SORJOF
J06SY0U
APPLYING
FOR?

OH, THE PRESIDENT OF
YALE,HEAD0FABCNa<6,
MANA6£RF0RmREDSKINS, SOMETHINGOF
THISNA-

WU KNOW, SHOW
S0ME7HIN6 BUSINESS. QUITE
OF mm FRANW, NEPHEW,
NATURE? tifBGOTTHEBUG!
\

by Bill Rechin & Brant Parker
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Classifieds
For sale

For rent

QUALITY
STEREO
EQUIPMENT:
SpeakersBose50l, still under warranty,
$280. Kenwood 8004 amplifier,
120 rms., $375. Beautiful set
$120. Sony TC-160 cassette
recorder and TEAC Delby
system, $175. Take all, $900.
Call Bucky, 433-9501.

TWO APARTMENTS:
Available May 8. No. 1-one
bedroom, furnished, two
people, $75 each. Summer
season only.
No. 2-four
rooms, bath, furnished, four to
six people, available through
May 1979. Both located approximately eight blocks from
campus. Call 433-2681 between nine and five. Ask for
Wayne.

PACKAGE DEAL:
Craig
automatic eight-track car
stereo tape player with slide
mount bracket and LaFayette
115 volt A-C to 12 volt D-C
power converter. Excellent
condition. $70. Call 434-5639
after 5 p.m.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
AND WEDDING RINGS: Up
to 50 percent discount to
students, faculty and staff.
Example-^ ct, $125; V4 ct,
$325; l ct, $895; by buying
directly
from
leading
diamond importer. For color
catalog send $1 to SMA Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate
name of school), or (212) 6823390 for location of showroom
nearest you.
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AT ROCK
BOTTOM PRICES:
Also,
brand name calculators,
televisions, car stereos and
C.B. radios. Call for a price
Sote, 4334440 (off campus).
k for Mike
NORSTAR SKI BOOTS: Size
12. Used one season. Good
beginner ski boot.
Call
Ronnie, 433-4819. $25.
DIVERS:
U.S. Divers
Professional, 80 cu. ft, "K"
value cylinder with contoured
"Bac Pac." One year old.
$160. Contact Carol, 434-5836.
NEED A SEAMSTRESS?
Sewing and alterations at a
reasonable price. Close to
campus. Call Kim. 434-8604.

o*

MRS. DORIS-ESP, PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris isi4ocated on Main
Street Jusftwo doors north of
the firehduse in New Market,
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full fife reading for
$2.
DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will do light
hauling with % ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
828-2012. Kim.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports.
14 years experience. 75 cents
per page (Pica) and 80 cents
per page (Elite).
Paper
furnished. Call Mrs. Price,
8284941.
FOR HIRE: Will move large
objects or do hauling with my
van. Rates open. Call Steve,
433-2289, Box 2617.
TYPING'SERVICE:
Cteig.

R?

433-1868.

ANYONE on or off campus
interested in receiving The
Washington Star newspaper,
please call Tom, 7142. On and
off campus delivery available.

ROCK BAND: Available for
concerts and dances.
Reasonable rates. Specialties
include Aerosmith, Kiss,
Nugent. Contact Box 1264 for
information.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT: Sublet May through
August. Option to continue in
fall. Air-conditioned. All
utilities included. $259 per
month. Call 434-4741 after 5
p.m.

Wanted
RESPONSIBLE PERSON:
To move into three bedroom
ranch-style house two miles
from school. Rent $75 plus
share of utilities.
Prefer
someone who will be here
through summer. No disco
ducks. Call Tom or Pete at
434-8211.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED: To share terrific
four-bedroom house. Private
bedroom, two fireplaces,
yard. $50 per month plus
utilities.
Available immediately. Call 879-9586 or
P.O. Box 703.
MEMBER OF UNIFICATION
CHURCH: To provide information for
a
communication project. Replies
should be sent to Box 3057.

Lost
LOST: Monday, January 30 in
the Academic Computing
Center; one old, blue, bindertype notebook with name and
address inside. Reward offered. Dave Su, Box 3408.

PITY-FULL C ANNEX OCCUPANTS:
Thanks for a
great birthday. May you have
a good sense of directionyou'll need it. Sitting high in
the corps.
MAJORING IN TUBES:
Thanks for the twelve and the
"swinging" American party.
You deserve a back rub. A
wild and crazy American fox.
DR.JANDHOOS: Look up in
the sky, it's Carolina Blue.
Better check your heels,
Wahoos-they may have tar on
them. The Ford company.

f

BASKETBALL JOANS: Your
clues are obscure and revea
little, be sure! Your secrecy
is sound and too tough for
even our best bloodhounds.
Men in government Luigi's,
Japanese lanterns and letters
in b-ball we do recall, yet how
do they fit...you leave us in
awe. And even we politicians
sometimes fall to that same
curiosity that killed the cat,
but yet, a little action may be
where it's at!?! Treasurer
and Second vice-president.

TO
MY
FAVORITEST
PERSON, LORI: I'm glad we
still have a close friendship. I
love you and hope that my
dream one day becomes
reality. I don't want to lose
you. I won't pressure you any
more until you say the word.
Take care luv, God bless you.
Count Burkeville.

WAYLAND AND LOGAN:

KIRBY: The hottest item at
Dukes Grill. Do you need
more hands in your pockets?
We're ready, just call. It's
time you quit running
anyway. Our love, the "share
pair."

You too, Missy. I've got my
eyes on you. Eat your box.
Ewell Gibbons will rise again.
The Free Spirit, "The
Stalker."
GARBER B202: Nine out of
ten guys want it too. But
unlike you, we're still looking
for the tenth one at Madison.
Chappelear B303--A.S.
SECOND
V.P.
AND
TREASURER: Oh, what a
thrill that it would be if we
could sit upon your knee. For
you would say, "Come out and
play; please be ours on
Valentine's Day." B. Joans
CINDY COUNT TO TEN, turn
around and fire. Whoever is
left gets to take out the
garbage next time, me

HEY BUBBA: Don't worry,
tenor of mine. You're stuck!
And I am bigger. So there! I
love you. Ti-grrrr. P.S. I'm
willing to wait too!

TO THE ELKTON GANG
THAT RIDES AGAIN...old
breezes never die, they just
get blown away. And we shall
all have time to, someday.

RTW. Everything comes to
those who wait, and those who
are persistent. Congrats on
your newfound contacts in the
west. Hope you are able to
have a desireable experience
in the spring, with verlain and
rimbaud, not to mention
milkwood and thomas.
It
doesn't take a weatherman to
know which way your winds
blow.
ME. And how is your uvula?
If only that were all that were
wrong with me. Will you help
us move, again?!?!&!?!?!
SNIGGY: Happy Valentine's
Day!
Thanks for all the
happiness you give me today
and every day for the past
four years. Love youh me.
SHERRIE.
RUTH AND
MARY MOORE: To three of
the best friends I could
possibly ask for. We have had
a lot of great times this year
and we have to be sure to get
together often next block!
Thanks for everything-for
being there when I needed you
and making me realize that
things are rarely as bad as
they seem.
They really
aren't, you know! Have a
happy Valentines Day!!
Love, Tami
DANA (BUNNY): Snow is
still abundant, but the sun and
sand will soon be found! I
hope you and Linda are ready
for a wild week because
Sherrieandlsureare!! From
the white but soon to be tanned
long lost cousin.
Happy
Valentines Day!!
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NOTICE
\ Applications are now being accepted
\ for the positions of editor, managing
editor and business manager of
The Breeze for 1978-79.
Persons applying
for business manager
must be familiar with
The Breeze's business
organization and have
taken at least six hours
of business courses or
their equivalent.

Activities
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,

foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent * pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
ei or career. Send $3 for
ormation. Seafax, Dept. L2, Box 2049, Port Angles,
Wash. 98362.

Personal
DEAR KATHY, BIG BAD
SENIOR
SORORITY
SISTER: Are you and your
sisters willing to share your
chapel with the whole campus? If yes, you're not as
greedy as we thought. If no,
as far as we're concerned, you
can go "suck a root.
Signed...We don't like your
attitude-Shorts people! 2C

Candidates for
editor and
managing editor
must have
*J>>\ worked for
i—
The Breeze in an .
/ editorial capacity;
for at least one
semester and have taken
at least six hours of journalism
courses or their equivalent.

All candidates will be interviewed by a
selection committee chosen by
The Breeze Publication Board.

TRI-LAM: I know you're out
there, but I don't know where.
Tell me more about your
activities. Respond in this
space. Peter Pan.
SKEET? Private condo, eh?
I wish you all the luck in
getting it. Poor...

JAZZERS:
If Geils and
Bishop don't turn you on, don't
worry. Come to the Jazz
Ensemble concert, Wednesday, 8 p.m. in Wilson. See
you there. The Boys in the
Band.

l

Written applications and requests for information
may be directed to Barbara Burch, editor.
Deadline for applications is March 1.
*
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